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SUMMARY

The Mosier Lake project is a joint venture program between 
Golden Hope Resources Inc. and Golden Day Mining Exploration Inc. 
Noramco Explorations Inc. has been acting as project operator for 
Golden Day.

The property consists of 248 contiguous, unpatented mining
claims in Goodall and Skinner Townships, approximately 80
kilometers east of the town of Red Lake.

This report deals with the phase of exploration work carried 
out between June, 1987 and March, 1988. During this period, a 
program of exploration consisting of assessment research, 
prospecting, geological mapping, line cutting, geophysical 
surveying and diamond drilling was carried out.

The Mosier property lies on the western flank of a regional 
synclinorium and is underlain by an east-facing, homoclinal 
sucession of volcanics. The Cycle II volcanic succession 
(Thurston, 1986) consists of a series of intermediate flows, 
tuffs, lapi11 i-tuffs and breccia capped by late-stage felsic 
pyroclastics with intercalated volcanogenic sediments. The Swain 
Lake fault transects the central portion of the property. North- 
trending stratigraphy is deflected west by sinistral displacement 
along the Swain Lake deformation zone.

Gold mineralization is associated with hydrothermal 
alteration and sulphide mineralization along northeast and 
northwest-trending structures.

Several areas of geological, and potentially economic 
interest have been delineated, including the following:

1. In the Ruff Lake area, visible gold, arsenopyrite, 
pyrite, minor galena and chalcopyrite were found in 
quartz veining within a sericite schist. This zone is 
associated with a northeast-trending lineament.

2. In the Lac Mousseau area, drill hole NML-88-12 tested a 
northeast shear which had displaced a known massive 
sulphide body. The hole intersected 5* arsenopyrite, 
l* tourmaline, and trace pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in 
strongly sheared volcanics. Quartz stringers with 
visible gold returned assays of 0.034 oz/ton (1172 ppb) 
and 0.043 oz/ton (1483 ppb) gold over 1.5 meter 
intervals.

3. Old trenches in the South Woman Lake zone contain 
auriferous quartz veins with arsenopyrite, pyrite, 
sphalerite, galena, hematite and limonite in east-west 
trending shear zones. Two flecks of visible gold were
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noted in veins at L22+OOS,24+OOW. The local shear 
trends east-west but the dominant fabric is a 140 
degree foliation. The area is also cross-cut by a 
strong northeasterly shear set that parallels two 
prominent 060 degree-trending faults interpreted by 
Pryslak (1971 ) .

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In 1987, Golden Hope Resources Inc. aquired a group of 134 
claims in Skinner and Goodall Townships, District of Red Lake, 
Ontario (Figure 1.1). Under the terms of an agreement with 
Golden Hope Resources, Noramco Explorations Inc. has carried out 
a program of exploration on these claims to assess their gold and 
base metal potential. This report summarizes the work completed 
by Noramco Explorations between June, 1987 and April, 1988.

The Mosier Lake Property is now a 248 claim block. The 134 
original claims were worked during this program, and 114 new 
claims were staked onto the southern and western boundaries 
during the summer. (Figures 1.2, 1,3; after claim maps for the 
township of Skinner M-2205 and the township of Goodall M-2164). 
Claim numbers are listed below.

Claim Numbers No. of Claims

KRL954807
KRL954887
KRL999386
KRL999355
KRL999122
KRL999229
KRL999137
KRL999396
KRL999370

- 954863
- 954963
- 999395
- 999369
- 999131
- 999268
- 999141
- 999412
- 999384

inclusive
inclusive
inclusive
inclusive
inclusive
i nclus i ve
inclusive
inclusive
incl us i ve

57
77
10
15
10
40
5

17
15

Total Number 246

1.1 Property, Location and Access

The Mosier Lake Property straddles the north-south boundary 
between Skinner and Goodall Townships. The original 134 claims 
constitute the Mosier Lake Property for this report. The eastern 
boundary is a straight, north-south line down Woman Lake. Woman 
Lake, Mosier Lakes I and II, and Mousseau Lake cover up to 20* of 
the claim block. The property lies between 92o 46' W and 96o 52' 
W longitude, and 51o 14' 30" N and 51o 16' 00" N latitude. The 
Hosier Lake Property also straddles the boundary between 52 N/2 
and 52 N/7 on the government 1:50 000 NTS system.
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The Hosier Lake Property is accessible from Red Lake, 72 kms 
to the west, by fixed wing aircraft on floats or skis. Green 
Airways Limited of Red Lake supplied regular flights once a week 
using 180, 185, beaver and single engine otter aircraft. This 
service lasted from June to November. Sabourin Lake Airways 
Limited of Cochenour flew 185, 206 and single engine otter 
aircraft on a casual basis through the summer and once a week 
during the winter drilling program. Lac Seul Airways Limited of 
Ear Falls delivered diesel and Jet B fuel on a short term charter 
arrangement. Mid-West Helicopters Limited of Cochenour supplied 
204 and 206 charters when required. Viking Helicopters Limited 
of Montreal based a Hughes 500D on site from September through to 
March to support the drilling program.

The camp was also accessible by way of boat from the 
government docks at Canada North Lodge through the Woman River 
system. During the months of September and October, Woman Lake 
Lodge operated a 3000 Ib capacity barge from the government docks 
which supplied diesel and propane to the camp. Much of the 
Mosier Lake property was accessed using 20 hp outboard motor 
boats through the interconnecting waterways of the smaller lakes.

In August of 1987, the Joyce Lake Road was completed to 
within 10 kilometers due west of the camp (Figure 1.3). 
Snowmobile access was possible by travelling from the road across 
Narrow Lake and connecting onto Woman Lake. The close proximity 
of the road also enabled use of a mobile drill which was brought 
onto the property in January and used until early March. The 
Noramco base camp was originally located on the northwestern 
shore of Woman Lake at the narrows to Woman Bay. The camp was 
 oved in September to a location on the southern shore of the 
peninsula at the head of Woman Lake.

l . 2 Previous Work

Activity in the Woman Lake Region began in 1926 when the 
Ontario-Woman Lake Guild Mines began prospecting immediately 
south of the Noramco claim block. There was a flurry of 
exploration activity until 1928, centering largely on auriferous 
quartz veins that occured throughout the region. The belt lay 
relatively dormant until the 1960's when the Uchi Lake gold find 
rekindled interest in the area. Activity again subsided and by 
the late 1960's, polymetallic base metal exploration was the only 
activity this region saw. The 1987-1988 gold exploration program 
by Noramco Explorations Inc. marks the first return of a 
comprehensive search for precious metals.

Previous work in the Woman Lake region has been summarized 
in Appendix A. Programs that pertain specifically to the Mosier 
Lake property are also summarized in Appendix A.



1.3 Work Completed by Noramco Explorations,

The work completed by Noramco during 
exploration program has been summarized below:

1987/88 

the 1987-1988

Type of 
Work
Assessment 
Research

Prospecting

Llnecutting

Duration 
of Survey
01/06/87 
10/06/87

05/04/88 
10/04/88

22/06/87 
17/09/87

14/10/87 
06/12/87

05/02/88 
10/02/88

15/07/87 
10/09/87

Distance Contractor/ 
or time Involved Individual

10 days

5 days

29 days

54 days

5 days

57 days 
190 kms

Dave Laudrum 
Sheila Reid

Carol

Danny

Denni s

Gilles

Lormand

Rivard

Ruff

Carrier

Native Expl 
Services/

I ce
Pi ckett ing

Geological 
Mapping

Ground Mag/ 
VLF Survey

Lake Coverage 
Mag/VLF

Stripping 
* Blasting

12/02/88 
15/02/88

22/06/87 
05/10/87

24/10/87 
25/10/87

13/02/88 
14/02/88

15/08/87 
10/09/87

13/03/88 
14/03/88

01/07/87 
05/09/87

4 days 
40.9 kms

106 days

2 days

2 days

190 kms

2 days 
40.9 kms

15 days

Sam Bossum, 
Chibougamau,PQ

Nat i ve Expl. 
Services/ 
Sam Bossum, 
Chibougamau,PQ

Silke Stock 
M.Stanley/ 
R.Irving/J.- 
Clarke

Doug Lester

M. Stanley

Geosig, Inc. 
Quebec City.PQ

Lashex Ltd. 
Callander Ont,

P.Waque,C.Reid 
S.Smokovic , 
J.Clarke



Phanerozoic 
Proterozoic
Granitoid rocks: plutons, old sialic crust

and unspecified gneisses 
Metasedimentary and gneissic rocks
Metavolcanic-metasedimentary

greenstone belts
Subprovince boundary

Hudson Bay

O 100 200 300 400
00

Figure 2.1 Major lithologic and subprovince boundaries of the Superior Province {from Wood, 1985)



Type of 
Work
I . P . Survey

Beep Mat 
Survey

Geophysi cal 
Consulting

D i amond 
Drilling

Duration 
of Survey
19/09/88 
09/10/87

11/07/87 
12/08/87

17/11/87 
18/11/87

19/09/87 
06/03/88

Distance 
or time Involved

11.3 km

10 days

2 days

2815.41 m

Contractor/ 
Individual
J.V.X. Ltd. 
Thornhill ,0nt .

Geosig , Inc . 
Quebec City.PQ

J . I rvine Ltd . 
Ottawa , Ont .

N . Morissette 
Canada Inc./ 
Hal leybury , Ont

A i rborne 
Mag/VLF

14/08/87 
16/08/87

259.2 km Terraquest 
Surveys/ 
Toronto,Ont.

2.0 GEOLOGY

2.1 Regional Geology

2.1.1. Introduction

Archean supracrustal rocks of the Woman Lake area give U/Pb 
zircon ages from 2958.6 Ma to 2738 Ma (Nunes and Thurston, 1980). 
These rocks are intruded by granitic plutons and collectively 
constitute the Uchi Subprovince of the Superior province of 
S'orthwestern Ontario (Figure 2.1). The Woman Lake Area is within 
the southern portion of the Birch-Uchi Greenstone belt which 
consists of north-trending metavolcanics and metasediments 
(Goodwin, 1967). The greenstone belt covers a 32 km wide x 84 km 
long area and is bounded to the south by the English River 
Subprovince. The boundary is the Sydney Cataclastic Zone (Breaks 
et al, 1974). Metavolcanic rocks of the Uchi Subprovince are 
correlative with metasedimentary rocks of the English River 
Subprovince and are contemporaneous across this break (Thurston, 
1977 , Figure 2.2).

Mapping in this area was ini 
conducted reconnaissance work at 
the Geological Survey of Canada, 
the Woman and Narrow Lake areas 
and a report by E.L.Bruce (1928). 
earliest era of the Woman Lake 
era of Red Lake and that there 
fragmental rocks in the Woman 
economic geology, he postulated t 
quartz-feldspar-porphyries was 
deposition.

tiated by D.B.Dowling (1886) who 
Confederation and Fly Lakes for 
J.W. Greig (1928) first mapped
followed by additional mapping
Bruce's work showed that the 

area corresponded with the main 
were a greater proportion of
Lake area. With respect to 

hat late stage consolidation of
the main period of gold



SUBPROVINCE

#2 Supracrustal rocks

O 20 40 60 80 100 Kilometres
SUBPROVINCE

Figure 2.2 Location of Confederation Lake area 1n relation to subprovinces in northwestern 
Ontario (from Thurston, 1985)
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The Ontario Department of Mines continued mapping the area 
through the 1930's. In 1939 Bateman released a paper suggeting 
that gold deposition was concentrated about granites. A.M. 
Goodwin (1967) performed pioneering whole-rock chemical analyses 
and stratigraphic studies in the area. He identified two cycles 
of mafic to felsic volcanism (now Cycles II and III). Pryslak 
(1971a,b) identified Cycle I.

2.1.2. Physical Volcanology and Stratigraphy of the 
Lake Area

Woman

Three volcano-sedimentary cycles exist in the Confederation- 
Woman Lake area (Pryslak 1971a,b; Thurston,1981). From oldest to 
youngest Cycles, I, II and III trend north-south about a major 
synclinorium axis, with a deflection of strike to the northeast 
where it meets the Swain Lake Fault Zone. The trace of the axial 
plane of the synclinorium trends north-south, and crosses the 
west end of the narrows separating Lost Bay and the main part of 
Confederation Lake. The axis then passes along the east shore of 
North Bay and extends to the east part of Woman Lake (Figure 
2.3.) The Noramco claim block lies on the western half of this 

West of the synclinorial axis the rocks are a 
east-facing succession. East of the axis west rocks 
through part of the sequence, with local reversals of 
southern portion of Woman Lake. Thurston (1985) 

assigned alphabetical designations to the formations rather than 
names because the stratigraphy is tentative and the extent of 
formations outside the area is not known.

From west to east, Thurston (1985) divided the three 
volcanic cycles into the following formations:

Cycle I: Formations A, Bl, B2, C and D.
East of the fold axis these formations attain a maximum 
thickness of 4800 m. Age determinations on rhyolites from 
the top of the cycle indicated 2958.6 Ma (Nunes and 
Thurston , 1980 ) .

structure. 
homoclinal 
face west 
dip in the

Cycle II: Formations E, F, G, H and J. 
This cycle has a maximum thickness of 6500 m 
thickness of 3640 m. U/Pb zircon ages of 
obtained on two rhyolites from Cycle II 
Thurston,1980) .

and an average
2794 Ma were

(Nunes and

Cycle III: Formations K, L and M.
Average thickness of the formations is 2950 m. U/Pb zircon 
ages on rhyolite and rhyolitic quartz-feldspar-porphyry 
stock were 2738 Ma.

A late stage series of granodioritic sills and plugs cut the 
rocks of Cycle III. The foliated intrusions aresubsequently cut 
by a final phase of unfoliated, granitic batholiths.
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TABLE .LIL SUMMARY OF STRATIGRAPHY AND EVOLUTION OF CYCLE I IN THE UCHI-CONFEDERATION LAKES AREA.

FORMATION THICKNESS 
(metres)

A
west limb
of fold

B
west limb
of fold

C
west limb
of fold

966-2494

0-1487

305-322

DOMINANT ROCK 
TYPE

Mafic flows, mass 
ive flows, amphib 
ole phyric flows

Wacke, argillite

MINOR ROCK 
TYPE

Pillowed mafic 
flows intermed 
iate tuff Si. l ap- 
illi-tuff, feld 
spar phyric 
mafic flows

Felsic tuff

Felsic lapilli-tuff Felsic tuff

B
both limbs
of fold

925-2776 Intermediate 
lapilli-tuff

0-61D
west limb 
of fold 
Narrow Lake

Taken from Thurston (1985)

Marble

FACIES ANALYSIS AND 
DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Subaqueous flows. Unit thins to S. 
Lower part of unit removed by 
granitic intrusions.

Slightly coarser to the S. On the 
east limb, coarsens south to the 
conglomeratic facies of the 
English River Subprovince.

Minor thickness and lateral extent 
(2 km.) due to incomplete pre 
servation. Suggestive of ash flow 
eruption in shallow subaqueous 
or subaerial environment. Proxi 
mal equivalent of metasediments 
listed above.

Coarsens to the south and east 
Varies from unbedded pumice 
ous tuff-breccia to parallel 
laminated tuffs fining upward 
and northward. Great lateral 
extent vs thickness (16 km vs 
1800 km) suggests downslope 
movement of breccia. Mono 
lithic close to source, hetero 
lithic downslope. Transition 
from vent facies in S. to distal 
facies in N. marked by increase 
in round ing A proportion of 
pumice, number of exotic 
fragments, and decrease in 
bedding thickness.

Chert Si pyrite Subaqueous, shelf environment?

Felsic tuff

ENVIRONMENTAL 
INDICATORS

Pillowed, scarce and small 
amygdules.

Thick- to thin-bedded on 
east limb, thin-bedded on 
west limb.

Spherulites, flattened 
fiamme, abundant relict 
flattened shards.

Abundant pumice, hetero 
lithic, fining upward thick- 
bedded to massive in 
proximal environment.

Thin-bedded, fine-grained, 
no stromatolites, sulphide- 
rich beds therefore sub 
aqueous, fumarolic relative 
ly proximal.
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TABLE 2. 2 SUMMARY OF STRATIGRAPHY AND EVOLUTION OF CYCLE II IN THE UCHI-CONFEDERATION LAKES AREA

FORMATION THICKNESS 
(metres)

DOMINANT ROCK 
TYPE

MINOR ROCK FACIES ANALYSIS AND
TYPE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL 
INDICATORS

E
west limb
of fold

2100-3623 Mafic flows, inter 
mediate flows, 
mainly pillowed

G
proximal facies 
west limb 
of fold

G
distal facies
Confederation
Lake

0-1106

483-2816

Intermediate 
lapilli-tuff, 
tuff

Intermediate 
lapilli-tuff

H 0-724 
proximal facies 
Woman Lake

H
transported
facies
Lost Bay,
Confederation
Lake

Woman Lake

F
Lost Bay,
Confederation
Lake

640-1086

91-152

Felsic 
lapilli-tuff

Felsic 
lapilli-tuff

Marble

122-183 each
975-1931
total

Mafic flow

Intermediate Subaqueous flows. Unit thins to S. 
and felsic tuff, and E. overlies exhalative units of 
cherty inter- Cycle I, represents migration north- 
flow units, ward of volcanic centre, fumarolic 
oxide facies epidotization more intense where 
iron formation interflow metasediment* more 

prominent in section. 
Proximal: varioles more common, 
amygdules more abundant. 
Interflow metasediments common. 
Distal: Fewer andesitic units inter 
flow metasediments, varioles, 
smaller pillows, fewer amygdules.

Argillite, Grades to south into finer more 
chert, wacke thinly bedded distal facies. Inter 

mediate in position between distal 
and vent facies-transported.

Tuff-breccia Proximal (vent) facies: subaqueous 
A tuff pumice flows, rare interbedded

pillowed flows, all on the flanks
of a stratovolcano.

Tuff, porphy- Subaerial intensely welded fining 
ri tic flows upwards ignimbrite sheets. To

the N. t S. passes into unwelded 
units assumed to be subaqueous.

Tuff, tuff- Transported subaqueous equiv- 
breccia alent of the above unit. Sub 

aqueous ash flows with normal 
and reverse graded units. Four 
fining upwards units present 
30-150 m thick.

Chert, oxide Shallow submarine stromatolitic 
facies iron marble overlain by chert. Relative- 
formation ly proximal exhalative origin on

west limb where marble occurs.
Distal iron formation on east
limb.

Felsic tuff Proximal subaqueous flows thin 
hyaloclastite to north and south of Lost Bay, 

product of satellite cone of main 
stratovolcano. Total of 7 units, 
each about 60 percent mafic 
flows, remainder intermediate 
to felsic pyroclastic rocks. 
Commonly strongly altered. 
Capped by 1-2 m exhalative 
units. Overlain by the trans 
ported felsic pyroclastic rocks.

Pillows, amygdules, vari 
oles, andesitic flows.

Thin-bedded, rounded 
pumiceous clasts, 
argillite interbeds.

Tuff-breccia units reverse 
and normally graded fining 
upwards into thin-bedded 
tuff, abundant pumice. 
Monolithic fragment popu 
lation similar composition 
of coarse 4 fine fractions, 
presence of sulphide clasts

Eutaxitic texture, fiamme, 
intensely welded with 
replacement of fiamme by 
silica, snowflake texture.
Pumiceous fining upward 
and distally reverse and 
normal grading, sulphide 
clasts.

Stromatolites in carbonate

Abundant hyaloclastic 
debris and pillowed flows. 
Beds of air-fall tuff i tuft 
breccia. Exhalative units.

Taken from Thurston (1985)



TABLE 2. 3 j SUMMARY OF STRATIGRAPHY AND EVOLUTION OF CYCLE 111 IN THE UCHI-CONFEDERATION LAKES AREA.

FORMATION THICKNESS 
(metres)

DOMINANT ROCK MINOR ROCK FACIES ANALYSIS AND
TYPE TYPE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT

K
Confederation
Lake

L
Mukukee
Lake

1030-1667 Mafic to intermed 
iate pillowed flow

724-2574 Intermediate tuff 
it lapilli-tuff

M 2200 
(Sopuck 1977) 
Confederation L. 
between Lost 
Bay and North 
Bay

porphyry dome 0-1828
Confederation
Lake

Felsic lapilli- 
tuff Jc tuff- 
breccia

Quartz-feldspar 
porphyry

Hyaloclastic 
debris, massive 
6 variolitic 
flows interflow 
metasediment

Intermediate 
flows, tuff- 
breccia

Felsic flows, 
tuff, inter 
mediate flows

Argillite 
overlies 
dome locally

Proximal facies subaqueous flows. 
Thickest section at Washagomis 
Lake. Thins to S. Overlies shield 
volcano of Cycle II, separated 
by exhalative carbonate from 
Cycle IL Shield volcano.

Proximal shallow water subaque 
ous unit. Proximal aspect 
indicated by presence of flows, 
dikes, coarseness of fragments, 
thick bedding in coarse pyro 
clastic rocks. Presence of 
spherulite* and textures 
indicating partial welding 
suggest minimal transport 
Lack of textures of intense 
welding suggest subaqueous 
welding rather than subaerial. 
Violent Plinian eruption brings 
about initial collapse of sector 
graben.

Proximal: vent breccias derived 
from phreatic explosive activity 
in a fault-bounded moat or sector 
graben. Result of resurgent 
caldera activity. Subaqueous 
environment.

Endogenous dome of rhyolitic 
composition.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
INDICATORS

Amygdules, hyaloclastite 
units, pillows, var iolite*, 
with spherulitic crystalliza 
tion features, fumarolic 
alteration.

Relict glass, spherulite*, 
fumarolic alteration of 
bombs, thick bedding, 
partial welding.

Fragments with re-entrant 
angles, abundant pumice, 
spherulite*, partial welding, 
volcanogenic massive 
sulphide bodie*.

Phenocryst free margins, 
flow-aligned marginal zone, 
grades into partially 
welded upper zone 
(Asbury 1975) presence of 
ghost breccia.

Taken from Thurston (1985)
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Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 summarize the main characteristics 
of each formation. Appendix B contains detailed descriptions for 
each formation pertaining to the western side of the 
synclinor ium.

2.1.3 Regional Structures

The earliest deformation event (DI) produced a major north- 
trending synclinorium with axial-planar foliation and subvertical 
extension lineation developed in response to east-west 
compression (Fyon and O'Donnell. 1986). The D2 Deformation 
Event, of north-south compression, resulted in an east-trending 
foliation with moderately plunging extension lineation (Figure 
2.4). The extension direction for D2 is masked by the vertical 
lineation produced in DI but, where measured at Rowe Lake, 
indicated that the extension axis for the D2 increment was 
shallow east-west (Fyon and Lane, 1985). Characteristic of the 
D2 event is a conjugate shear set of northeast-trending arrays 
with a northeast plunging extension lineation and a sinsitral 
horizontal component (Fyon and O'Donnell, 1986). Regionally, the 
northwest-trend!ng shear zones are not well developed although 
they are significant in the Woman Lake Area.

The major synclinorium structure has been cut by a north 
east-trending fault zone, the Swain Lake Fault, that causes an 
abrupt change in fold patterns between Confederation Lake and 
Birch Lake. The Swain Lake Fault is a l km wide deformation zone 
that trends northeast through Swain Lake and the southwest Bay of 
Birch Lake (Figure 2.5). This zone belongs to the D2 conjugate 
set of shear arrays and displays a sinistral sense of motion. 
Northwest of the fault, bedding and foliation have a northeast 
regional trend with steep, northwesterly dips. Southeast of the 
fault, bedding and foliation are variable with a general convex 
northward pattern, changing to east-northeast near the fault.

In a study of the regional strain, Fyon and O'Donnell (1986) 
suggest that the Swain Lake Deformation Zone contains 
crenulations overprinting the predominate D2 fabric. An opposite 
reactivation along the D2 surfaces may have taken place in 
response to compression from a northeasterly direction. This 
fabric is regional and can be observed on foliation surfaces at 
Car and Bathurst Lakes, and on extension lineations at Bathurst 
Lake. Extension lineations at Swain Lake reflect north-side-up 
followed by north-side-down displacement.

2.2 Property Geology

The Hosier Property lies on the western flank of the 
regional synclinorium. The volcanic succession is a homoclinal 
sequence younging to the east. South of the Swain Lake Fault 
lithological units strike north, with a deflection to the 
northwest where they come in contact with the fault zone. North
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STRUCTURE SUMMARY

STRIKE, DIP: 

f PRIMARY LAYERING /78

FOLIATION D1 \73 

l D2

' \ DEFORMATION ZONES: 

\ IRROTATIONAL

ROTATIONAL /:

Figure 2.4 Structural summary of the Uchi-Confederation-Woman Lakes area. 
Abbreviations:WL,Woman Lake;RL,Rowe Lake;CL,Confederation Lake; 
UL.Uchi Lake;TLB,Trout Lake Batholith. Pluton contact and 
syncline axial surface trace taken from Thurston (1984). 
Falling south of the Noramco claim block, this area is typical 
of the two deformational domains for the region.
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Swain Lake 
Deformation Zone

Narrow 
Deformation Zone

Late granitoid Intrusion
l J Volcano-sedimentary units

Fly Lake 
Deformation Zone

Shear Zone
vw\ Zone of flattening 

Foliation 1 
Lineation
Broad zones of high strain 
Synclinal axial trace

Figure 2 .5 Location of high strain zones in the Confederation-Woman Lakes area identified during the 
1986 field season. Shading indicates broader zones of deformation In which a pervasive fabric is 
developed (Swain Lake) or where a large number of shear zones exist (Narrow Lake, Fly Lake).
Taken from Fyon and O'Donnell (1986)
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of the fault, units strike east-west and tend to parallel the 
main Swain Deformation Zone, The strike extent of the Swain Lake 
Fault through the Mosier property is extrapolated based on 
preliminary map P.2386 by Thurston and Bartlett (1978).

The property is within volcanogenic Cycle II, as defined by 
Thurston (1985), and is underalin by formations E, G, H and J 
(Figure 2,6). North of the fault the lithological units are well 
defined as volcanogenic Cycle II, but a correlation to specific 
formations has not been done (Thurston, 1986).

A stratigraphic column for the Mosier Lake property is 
presented in Figure 2.11.

Formatlon- E

The base of the succession is a homogeneous sequence of 
massive basaltic flows with 30 to 40 cm pillows. Amygdules are 
carbonate-filled. This formation was examined on the new claims 
south of the main block, and was observed to trend through the 
Mosier Property south and west of Mosier Lake II. At this 
location, overburden is thick. The upper portion of this 
formation is marked by local occurrences of felsic tuff altered 
to sericite schist. South of Ruff Lake (L7W.16+OOS) this unit is 
strongly carbonatized and silicified, and contains pyrite and 
chalcopyrite (Figure 2.7, Location A). The original bedding 
texture is not preserved and a strong 110 degree foliation 
reflects the regional effect of the Swain Lake Fault. 
Sericitization is enhanced locally by the presence of a north 
east-trending fault break (section 2.3). This unit has a high 
yellow-green sericite content and appears to have a more 
intermediate composition. In drill hole NML-88-04, the sericite 
schist is locally gossanous and weakly limonitic, which gives it 
a red-yellow banding. On a regional scale this unit intercalates 
with oxide and sulphide-facies iron formation, wacke, mudstone 
and chert. The magnetic signature south-west of Mosier Lake II 
does not suggest that these units occur locally.

Format^on^G

The central portion of the Mosier Lake property is underlain 
by a thick sequence of intermediate flows, tuffs, lapilli tuffs 
and breccia (Figure 2.6, Formation G). Regional metamorphism is 
greenschist facies and the majority of the rocks are strongly 
chloritized, strongly carbonatized and moderately silicified. 
Lapilli clasts are elongate in the plane of foliation, Clasts 
consist of 20-40* lithic fragments and 1-5* accidental fragments. 
Extensive exposures of massive, spherulitic flows with flow top 
breccias occur along the shores of Woman Lake II. On weathered 
surfaces, these rocks have a grey-green colour with creamy white 
spherules. Through the central part of the Mosier Lake property, 
flows account for 70* of rock exposures but drilling indicates
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flows occupy only 30* of stratigraphy. Due to strong 
chloritization and a blocky nature, the pyroclastic units have 
been prefentially weathered. Secondary mineral assemblages 
include albite, chlorite, biotite with minor sericite and 
tremolite-actinolite. Distribution of accessory magnetite and 
hematite does not appear to be dependent on the lithological rock 
type but is known, from magnetic contouring, to predate the 
development of the conjugate shear system. Drill hole NML-88-05 
tested the base of this sequence (Figure 2.7, Location B) and 
intersected sericite schist, and sericitic blocky breccia and 
solution breccia with talc and epidote in zones of shearing. 
Fractures were annealed with chlorite and large sections of 
bleached, blocky ground were encountered.

Both mafic and felsic rock types are locally observed on 
surface, but the units tend to be discontinous and are not easily 
differentiated from intermediate rocks. On the east shore of 
Mosier Lake II, exposures of massive felsic flows and blocky tuff 
intercalate with massive intermediate flows. Silicification, 
carbonit izati on and sericitization are pervasive. The felsic 
unit outlined at the southeast corner of the lake appears to be a 
faulted equivalent of the felsic tuff encountered in holes 
NML-88-09 and NML-88-13 (Location D). This pyroclastic unit 
occurs again at the western end of the property where it was 
intersected in the top of hole NML-88-04.

Drill holes NML-88-09 and NML-88-13 tested strong Induced 
Polarization (I.P.) chargeability anomalies with flanking VLF 
conductors. There was no associated magnetic pattern although 
the trend of the surrounding contours suggested that the anomaly 
was lithological. Both of these holes intersected a thick 
succession of rhyolitic crystal tuff with 15* albite, 30* ash and 
50* quartz, hosting 10* pyrite mineralization, minor pyrrhotite 
and chalcopyrite. Strong silica, grey sericite and carbonate 
alteration in a vuggy texture are characteristic. Outcrops south 
of the narrow river suggest that this rusty, pyroclastic unit has 
continuity and may represent a regional marker horizon in the 
upper portion of formation G.

Felsic volcanics are capped by a localized wacke/sandstone 
unit of volcanogenic origin. This unit is strongly magnetic and 
has been traced on the Total Field contour map and the contour 
map produced by John Irvine. The distribution is difficult to 
discern as it lies against a strong northwest trending fault 
(Location E). These sediments are not correlative to the chemical 
sediments of Formation J, higher in the stratigraphy, and given 
this relationship must trend between the two Mosier Lakes south 
of Ruff Lake.

A long, narrow, coarse-grained gabbro sill occurs between 
Mosier Lakes I and II, and trends westward to Ruff Lake. 
Faulting by the conjugate shear set has exposed this body at many
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levels within the formation (Location F). Conformable contacts 
suggest that this highly magnetic body is coeval with the host 
volcanics .

Format i.on- H

The felsic rocks of formation H trend northward along the 
western shore of Woman Lake (Figure 2.6). At the Hosier River 
they come in contact with the Swain Lake Fault and stratigraphy 
deflects westerly along the southern shore of Hosier Lake I and 
off the west end of the property through Ruff Lake. Formation H 
consists of felsic tuffs, lapilli tuffs and minor tuff breccia 
that intercalates with Formation G. The rock along the west 
shore of Woman Lake is characterized by vuggy, felsic lapilli and 
bombs elongate vertically in the 140 degree foliation plane. 
Quartz, albite, chlorite and sericite are common with epidote and 
iron-oxide clusters. Epidote is locally related to areas that 
have undergone intense silicification and quartz veining. East- 
west zones of shearing contain 2* green mica. At L23+OOS, 
26+OOW (Location G) feldspar phenocrysts occur together with 
quartz eyes in a spherulitic intergrowth. In drill hole NML-87- 
01 it was noted that east-west shears were generally annealed 
with 40-50* sericite and small en echelon quartz veins. The 
strong 060 degree shear system intersected in NHL-87-02 is healed 
with 10 meters of massive, brecciated quartz. West of Mosier 
Lake I this unit is repeatedly faulted by the conjugate fault 
set. More mapping is required to define its contacts.

Small exposures of iron-rich marble along the shore of Woman 
Lake (Location H) and at Ruff Lake (Location I) mark the 
completion of Cycle II. The unit is generally 5-10 meters thick 
and discontinuous along strike. Organic silty material with 
laminated calcite is preserved on the southeast shore of Ruff 
Lake (Location I). At the southeast corner of the property 
(Location H), outcrops show strong northwest shearing and quartz 
recrystallization into vertical rods. Henderson (1975) called 
this rock type Archean stromatolite. Drill holes NML-88-08 and 
NML-88-14 tested this horizon along the Swain Lake Fault at 
Mosier Lake I, at a point where north-east and north-west 
trending conjugate shears crossed. Sulphide-bearing shears were 
intersected but the stromatol iti c rock was not observed.

This area is bounded by Mosier Lake I, Mousseau Lake and 
Ruff Lake. It is underlain by a thick package of massive 
intermediate flows and tuffs with minor amounts of pyroclastic 
basalt and sulphide-rich wacke. Carbonatization is common 
regionally, while locally sericitic and potassic alteration 
(biotite) occur in shear zones (NML-88-07). Rock texture is
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massive, foliated, with 80* felted chlorite and occasional 
remnant plagioclase phenocrysts,

The intercalated wacke unit consists of black, finely-bedded 
argi 11 ite/wacke in thin and discontinuous pods. In old trenches 
at LO+50N , 40+OOW {Location J), 3-5* pyrite occrs as stringers and 
in laminae. In outcrop on the Woman Lake peninsula at L4+75S, 
26+OOW (Location K), pyrite occurs as coarse, disseminated cubes. 
A strong magnetic signature made it possible to trace the unit 
into the pyrite-rich dacitic/rhyolitic lapilli tuff on the shore 
of Woman Bay {Location L). This unit, characterized by its 
apple-green colour and strong joint plane development, makes a 
good marker as it trends east across the property. The high 
sulphide content suggests a westward correlation with the massive 
sulphide body northwest of Mousseau Lake. Previous drilling by 
Selco (1970) in this area intersected pyrite-rich argillite 
(Location M). On surface, outcrops consist of weakly 
carbonatized basalts and dacites with trace amounts of pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite overlying disseminated sulphides. 
This stratigraphy is analogous to the surface geology observed at 
Woman Bay (Location L).

The northern part of the property is bounded by an east- 
west-trending, sandy glacial moraine with depths in excess of 
15m. Some small rock exposures exist along the southern flank of 
the moraine but little mapping was done. In drill holes NML-88- 
15 and NML-88-16 it was noted that the magnetic lows associated 
with interpreted faults are due to quartz-feldspar porphyry and 
granodiorite bodies hosted within epidotized andesitic flows 
(Location N). The airborne colour contour Mag. maps show a 
large, arcuate band of magnetic highs, concave north, in this 
area .

A total of 32 samples were taken fro* drill core for thin 
section cutting. Of these 8 were sent for petrographic study by 
an independent contractor. The samples were selected to show 
mineral and alteration assemblages in both fresh and altered 
rocks. This study was concurrent with the whole rock sampling 
program discussed in Section 4.3. Results of the petrographic 
work were not available at time of writing but sample 
descriptions and locations are included in Appendix D.

2.3 Structural Geology

The structural pattern on Hosier is correlative with 
regional deformation. The regional DI event produced a major 
north-south-trending synclinorium with axial planar, northerly 
trending foliation and sub-vertical extension lineation in 
response to east-west compression. The D2 Deformation event, of 
north-south compression, resulted in an east trending foliation
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with moderately plunging extension lineation (Fyon and O'Donnell 
1986) .

The largest regional structure on the Hosier Lake property 
is the western extension of the Swain Lake Fault. The fault has 
been well documented east of the property and is known to extend 
to the head of Woman Lake. During the 1987/88 progra* this zone 
was exposed by wajax washing of outcrops along the camp 
peninsula. At Location A (Figure 2.8), a 50-100 m wide zone of 
intense silicification, quartz-flooding and leaching of mafic 
minerals was observed. The predominant shear direction is 096 
with a v ertical dip. Sinstral displacement is visible in 
silicified pillow selvages. Shear banding occurs on a 2-10 cm 
scale. Jointing is rotated relative to locations 50 meters south 
and there has been a closure on the acute angle about a north- 
south plane. A conjugate shear, which appears to originate from 
the main 096 shear, trends 062 with a 67 degree north dip and 
reflects the strong north-east-trending system. Displacement on 
the Swain Fault is sinistral, and greater than l km.

ConJugate-Shears

The most pervasive structures on the property are a 
conjugate set of shears interpreted from breaks in linear 
magnetic trends. The two most prominent faults are north-east- 
trending and are associated with airphoto lineaments. At 
Location B (Figure 2.8), the structure has an associated VLF 
conductor axis with quadrature response indicating a bedrock 
feature. The fault truncates magnetic trends but does not appear 
to displace lithological units. A regional foliation of 110 
degrees and vertical dip is preserved in outcrops adjacent to the 
fault, but at Ruff Lake a 045- trending , 58 degree southeast 
dipping fabric suggests the presence of a structure. A similar 
feature is observed on a parallel lineament 600 aeters east 
(Location C). Rock units do not appear to be displaced by the 
structure but there is a strong truncation of the EM conductor 
axis. No drag features were observed on these lineaments and 
deformation appears to have been a result of static compression 
rather than brittle rock failure. Although part of a regional 
conjugate set (Fyon and Lane, 1985; Fyon and O ' Donnel l , 1986 ) 
these two structures are unique { Pryslak , 1972 ; Map 2953).

The remaining north-east trending conjugate shears generally 
displace lithological units in a sinistral sense, but some 
dextral movements are evident (Location C). As part of the D2 
def ormational event (Fyon and O'Donnell, 1986), these shears are 
again over-printed by the DI 080 to 100 degree regional 
foliations. This is contrary to the Red Lake Area where the 
conjugate shears represent the final fabric developed (Hugon and 
Schwerdtner , 1985 ) .
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The north-westerly-trending shear array is discontinous and 
often truncated by the north-east trending set. There are no 
corresponding VLF conductors or large scale lineaments. At 
Location D, south of Mosier Lake II, the structures appear to be 
deflected towards the north. The Terraquest report on the 
airborne mag/VLF also noted this feature. That report suggests 
that these structures occur as splays off of the conjugate set. 
No corresponding north-south rock fabric was observed on the 
property .

A large structure that runs from the shore of Woman Lake 
north-west to Mosier Lake I separates an area of 30* rock 
exposure on the east from deep overburden on the west. Magnetic 
highs on the east side are in contrast to a magnetically flat 
area on the west side with an associated flanking VLF conductor 
and I. P. chargeability anomaly (Location E). The chargeability 
anomaly is due to a known sulphide body, while the VLF conductor 
likely represents the fault,

These structures occur as wide but discontinuous zones of 
shearing along the shore of Woman Lake which dissipate westwards 
away from the shoreline (Location F). They appear to post-date 
all other deformation events. On surface rocks are strongly 
sheared at 080 to 100, with dip undulating about vertical. There 
is no geophysical signature associated with this system.

additional east-west structure west of Mousseau Lake 
:ed from magnetic data. Field verification is necesse

Fo.ld.ing

Few folds were observed on the Mosier Lake property. On the 
northwest shore of Woman Lake a strong deflection in strike from 
north-south to east-west has been attributed to a drag fold along 
the Swain Lake Fault. Additional mapping is required to better 
define this structure,

2.4 Alteration

Regional metamorphism on the Mosier Lake property is 
greenschist facies. Mafic to intermediate rocks have been 
strongly chloritized and flesic volcanics have been sericitized. 
Alteration maps that accompany this report show zones of chlorite 
and seri cite-enrichment beyond regional background. The Mosier 
Lake property is also within a regional halo of pervasive 
carbonate alteration in all lithologies. This pattern can be 
seen on the Government l inch to l mile airbone magnetic contour 
maps (872 G, 873 G). On the enclosed alteration maps, zones of 
super enrichment are shown. Figure 2,9 will assist in locating 
areas referred to on the 1 :5 0 00 map.
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fLake

In the Ruff Lake area, a west-northwest-trending zone of 
sericite and epidote-enr ichment coincides with a VLF conductor. 
Drill core from NML-88-04 and NML-88-05 showed alteration was 
l i thological ly controlled within discrete shear zones at the 
interface of volcanic Cycles I and II. A second trend along a 
northeast conjugate shear, with associated VLF conductor and 
surface lineament, was characterized by strong silicification, 
limonite, and iron carbonate alteration. Locally biotite is well 
developed (NML-88-17), and is most commonly observed associated 
with the northeast-trending structures.

An interesting pattern of silica enrichment occurs along two 
northeast-trending shears, with an eastern extension along the 
northen flank of the interpreted east-west fault. Biotite and 
sericite are associated with the conjugate shear set in an east- 
west distribution. A limonite halo on the northwest shore of 
Mousseau Lake is coincident with the northeast shear direction,

The area between the Hosier Lakes is a complex one. A halo 
of epidote alteration is skewed in a northwesterly direction, 
narking the junction of the Swain Lake Fault with the north-west 
striking shear. A northwesterly-trending, stratabound zone of 
carbonate alteration smears westward where it intersects the 
Swain Lake Fault. An iron-carbonate halo, correlative with 
surface exposures of Archean stromatolites on the shore of Woman 
Lake, trends westward into the area, and may mark the subsurface 
expression of this unit.

Area -Dj _ OId -Tr^ench -Lo cation

Rocks in this area (Figure 2.9) consist of felsic 
agglomerates and lapilli tuffs with yellow-green sericite, grey 
sericite and trace green mica. Biotite occurs in discrete shears 
along strike of silicified intermediate tuff and quartz-ser icite 
schist. Dark red, discrete specks of iron-oxide were seen on 
surface but were not visible in core (NML-87-01).

Area -E

In the area between drill hole NML-87-02 and the shore of 
Woman Lake, trace to 2* epidote is associated with strong 
silicification and quartz veining. This area is within the same 
ser ici te-r ich envelope as area D. Shearing in Archean 
stromatolites has caused extensive iron-carbonate staining 
(L33+OOS), Chlorite alteration, associated with a narrow unit of 
 afic pyroclastic rock, forms a linear band up the shoreline of
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Woman Lake. Both the rock type and the alteration are unusual 
for formation J and Cycle II.

2.5 Mineralization

The accompanying mineralization maps (back pocket) show 
concentrations of base metal sulphides, iron oxides, and 
tourmaline. Pyrite is ubiquitous and only concentrations of > 5% 
have been contoured. The mineralization zones are generally 
coincident with alteration assemblages. Figure 2.10 is included 
as a guide in locating zones referred to in the text on the 
l : 5000 map .

In this area a north-east trending shear zone has been 
mineralized with arsenopyrite where it crosses a ser ici te-rich 
felsic tuff, Arsenopyrite occurs in trace amounts as fine 
disseminations within the sericite. In NML-88-04, the 
arsenopyrite is associated with trace amounts of galena and 
tourmaline within biotite alteration. Native copper was observed 
in outcrop at L5+OOW , 13+OOS in sheared, carbonitized rock. At 
L7+OOW , 13+50S , a small zone of chalcopyrite is also developed. 
Chalcopyrite occurs north of Ruff Lake in drill hole NML-88-17 in 
association with pyrite and hematite. Extensive prospecting was 
completed along this structure. A surface grab sample of quartz 
vein with one fleck of visible gold (#23529) returned an assay of 
1.14 oz/ton Au (39,310 ppb). In drill hole NML-88-04, values of 
160 ppb Au (#23582) and 210 ppb Au (#23593) were obtained over 
1.0 m intervals of silicified tuff with iron-staining (Table 2.4, 
Appendix E). The general trend of sulphide mineralization is 
north-east along the shear and is a function of the structure. 
The arsenopyrite appears to be separated from the 
copper /chai copyr i te mineralization, which may be correlative to 
compositional variation (mafic vs felsic).

The general trend ofsulphide mineralization is east-west and 
appears to conform to stratigraphy. A large envelope of pyrite 
mineralization surrounds smaller lenses of chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhotite mineralization. The magnetic contour map confirms 
that distribution of pyrrhotite is in narrow ^50 meters) 
discrete bands with many fault displacements. There is a 
disparity between sulphide mineralization on surface and that in 
drill core. On surface mineralization occurs as disseminations, 
as noted in the winter prospecting program. The Selco drilling 
program (1970) reports disseminations, stringers and bands of 
pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in both argillic and dacitic 
rock. Noramco drill hole NML-88-10 intersected 80* massive, 
fine-grained pyrite with 20* pyrrhotite in stringers, over 7.5 
meters in dacitic rock. An unusual pinkish sulphide was observed
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lower in the hole and was identified as a nickle-rich phase of 
pyrrhotite. Petrographic confirmation is pending.

Drill hole NML-88-11 intersected trace to 2* pyrite smears, 
up to 5* fine-grained pyrrhotite, and l* disseminated 
chalcopyrite. Drill hole NML-88-12 was drilled to test a north 
east fault interpreted to cross-cut and displace a known massive 
sulphide body. The hole intersected up to 5* arsenopyrite, l* 
tourmaline, trace pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in strongly altered 
basaltic flow. Two flecks of visible gold were tentatively 
identified in discrete, one centimeter wide smokey quartz veins. 
Assays of 0.034 oz/ton Au (1172 ppb) and 0.043 oz/ton Au (1483 
ppb) over 1.5 m intervals (Table 2.4, Appendix E) were returned 
from this mineralized zone. The same style of mineralization 
applies in hole NML-88-10, where a 1.5 m sample (#72148) 
containing a 2 cm quartz vein with l* pyrrhotite, l* chalcopyrite 
and trace pyrite ran 0.042 oz/ton Au (1448 ppb) (Table 2.4, 
Appendix E). Arsenopyrite mineralization in NML-88-12 appears to 
be controlled by the north-east-trending shear, as was true for 
the Ruff Lake area.

Two parallel zones of pyrite, chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite 
mineralization strike east-west along the north shore of Woman 
Lake. At the east end of the zone, disseminated sulphides are 
hosted by argillaceous shale and chert. In the west end of the 
zone sulphides occur as semi-massive accumulations in rhyolitic/ 
dacitic lapilli tuffs. These zones are known to extend to the 
east. To the west, they appear to be truncated by a large 
circular structure visible on the air photos. The southern zone 
is correlative with the West Mousseau Lake Zone in terms of host 
rock types and style of mineralization. Samples from the east 
end of this zone (L25 + 20W , 0 + 90S ) were consistently anomalous 
between 144 and 752 ppb Au (Table 2.4, Appendix E). Samples from 
the western end were consistently anomalous between 171-899 ppb 
Au (L35+90W.6+60S) and 110-266 ppb Au ( L40+OOW , 9+60S ) (Table 2.5, 
Appendix E ) .

AreaJD j _ South-Woman -Lake

This zone encompasses the area between drill holes NML-87-01 
and NML-87-02. On the mineralization map (back pocket), the zone 
is shown as two northeast trending pods but because of 
similarities are considered as one area. The area was stripped 
and mapped in detail when a number of old trenches were 
discovered by prospector D. Rivard. The arsenopyrite, pyrite, 
sphalerite, galena, hematite and limonite mineralization is 
within east-west trending quartz veins in shear zones. The 
associated alteration assemblage is silica, carbonate, sericite, 
green mica and trace amounts of tourmaline. The veins are 
generally 4-12 cm wide, strike 107 degrees, and dip 70 degrees to
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the north. The veins are stacked en echelon and although 
silicification persists between them, sulphide mineralization 
does not extend into the wall rock. Whereas the localized shears 
strike east-west, the contouring of mineralization trends north 
easterly. This trend is across stratigraphy and sub-parallels 
two prominent 060 degree faults. The zones nay be open to the 
east but do not appear to extend westward away from the trenches.

Blasting and sampling on the pit at L22+OOS,24+OOW isolated 
two flecks of visible gold and returned anomalous assays ranging 
from 114 ppb to 5111 ppb Au (Table 2.6, Appendix E). The 
anomalous gold values did not extend into the wallrock. Detailed 
surface sampling confirmed that gold mineralization is controlled 
by the quartz veining.

Hole NML-87-01 was drilled under this pit. An anomalous 
zone of up to 180 ppb Au over 12 m in quartz breccia with finely 
disseminated pyrite was intersected near the top of the hole 
(Table 2.6, Appendix E). The mineralized zones do not have a 
magnetic or VLF signature, and an I.P. isolated a broad 
resistivity high but did not outline any chargeability trends.

Area- E

In this zone pyrite mineralization is concentrated within a 
rhyolitic flow, now altered to quartz solution breccia. In hole 
NML-88-13, 30-50* semi-massive pyrite, pyrrhotite and 
chalcopyrite forms disrupted bands, and gives the rock a 
colloidal texture. The drill target was a chargeability anomaly 
that extened for 900 meters from the Narrow River northwesterly 
to drill hole NML-88-02. At this location, the mineralization 
appeared to be fault displaced to the west-northwest. 
Mineralization consists of 10* pyrite as blebs and disseminations 
along foliation planes, in association with carbonate alteration. 
The pyrite had remnant rounded margins.

Mineralization may be either structurally or l ithologically 
controlled. Strong sericitization of the host rock is associated 
with the sulfides, and a large, northwesterly-trending fault 
parallels the zone 300 meters to the east. A conjugate 
northeasterly-trending fault cross-cuts the mineralization in 
drill hole NML-88-09. The banded texture and colloidal form, 
however, suggest the mineralization is contemporaneous with the 
volcanism.

3.0 1987-1988 DRILLING PROGRAM 

3.l Introduction

Between September 19, 1987 and March 6, 1988, N.Morissette 
Canada Inc. of Cochenour, Ontario drilled 2815.41 meters of BQ 
core in seventeen holes. The first three holes were drilled with
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a fly drill which was moved using a Hughes 500D helicopter. The 
remaining holes were drilled using a mobile rig which was pulled 
behind a timberjack. A winter road was cut from the Joyce Lake 
Road to move the drill in and out.

The holes were located using the previously cut grid with 
bearings made using a standard magnetic compass. Acid tests were 
taken at 100 meter intervals and the bottom of the hole. The 
core was logged and split onsite at the location of the original 
summer camp on the northwest shore of Woman Lake. The core was 
stored onsite during the drill program. On April l, 1988, the 
core was slung by a Bell 204 helicopter onto a flatbed truck and 
was transported to Cochenour, Ontario. The core was then stored 
at Noramco's field office at the Cochenour-Wilians Minesite.

Diamond drill hole logs are included in Appendix C. A plan 
aap of hole locations is given in Figure 3.1. Drilling data has 
been summarized in Table 3.1.

3,2 Drilling Results 

NML-87-01

The purpose of this hole was to intersect an 
system with four, 8-10 cm quartz veins. Samp 
gold taken from surface trenches assayed up to 
second pit containing similar quartz veining was 
180 meters depth. The hole intersected several 
zones and quartz veins with trace to l* disseai 
arsenopyrite. From 11.0 to 52.0 m values of 
occurred in silicified, intermediate tuff, 
received from a quartz zone at 41.2 - 52.5 m. 
zones are associated with blue quartz veining.

NML-87-02

east-west shear 
les with visible 

5111 ppb. A 
to be tested at 
quartz breccia 

nated pyrite and 
20-180 ppb gold 
450 ppb gold was 
These auriferous

This hole was collared to test for a vertical extension of 
auriferous quartz microveining in felsic rock seen on surface. 
Locally, the veins strike at 330 degrees and 236 degrees, but are 
contained within a predominant fabric of 050 degrees. A strong 
050 degree-trending airphoto lineament occurs coincident with 
this structure. Zones of up to 5* green mica, trace galena and 
arsenopyrite were intersected. From 118.0 to 127.0 m, a quartz 
breccia zone was intersected. This interval, 
fault correlating with the airphoto lineament 
blue-grey quartz with trace pyrite.

NML-87-03

This hole was collared to intersect an argillite unit with 
up to 5* pyrite associated with shearing, and dolomite coating 
fracture surfaces. On surface this unit returned assays from 82

interpreted as a 
contained massive
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to 552 ppb gold. Sulfide mineralization was intersected from 
10.0 m to the end of the hole. Two anomalous intervals of 330 
and 400 ppb gold ocurred in 1.0 meter intervals between 36.77 and 
42.92 meters. This gold mineralization is associated with 
siliceous banding within the argillite. Anomalous zones 
intersected in this hole suggest the argillite has a widespread 
enrichment in gold.

NML-87-04

This hole was drilled to test a northeast-trending fault 
system where it intersects a northwest-trending VLF conductor. 
The VLF conductor is coincident with, and subparallel to, a 
magnetic break that suggests a fault. On surface anomalous gold 
values were received from sericite schist with 2 * pyrite. Assay 
values up to 1.14 oz/ton gold (39,310 ppb) were received from a 
12 cm quartz vein with one fleck of visible gold. This sericite 
unit was intersected in the top 20 m of the drill hole, The unit 
is highly fractured, suggesting the northwest-trending fault was 
intersected higher than expected. Carbonate-flooding and a vuggy 
texture account for the strong magnetic low. Strong quartz- 
carbonate veining and fracturing of lapilli clasts near the 
bottom of the hole suggests that the northeast-trending fault 
system occurs nearby. Isolated anomalous samples of 160 ppb gold 
and 210 ppb gold are associated with iron staining and quartz- 
carbonate .

NML-88-05

This
conductor 
conjugate 
carbonate 
The entire hole 
brecciated schist 
contours.

hole was collared to test a west-northwest trending VLF 
where it is crossed by a northwesterly-trending 
shear. Strong brecciation with associated sericite, 

and iron staining was intesected from 5.0 to 17.0 m. 
is characterized by strongly sericitlzed and 
which would account for the wide Fraser Filter

NML-88-06

This hole 
coincident VLF

was drilled to test a narrow magnetic body and 
conductor where they are truncated by a northeast-

trending structure, 
magnetic high can be 
the hole. From 86 
gouge may define the 
VLF conductor may

THe hole 
attributed to 
O to 87.0m, 
location of

ended in a magnetic low. The 
a dioritic body in the top of 
strong shearing with chloritic 
the northeasterly fault. The

mediate tuff. Anomalous gold values 
from quartz-carbonate stockworking.

NML-88-07

be caused by brecciation within the inter- 
up to 40 ppb were returned

This hole was drilled to test a high amplitude VLF anomaly
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TABLE 3.1 DIAMOND DRILLING SUMMARY

HOLE f.

ML-87-01

ML-87-02

ML-87-03

ML-88-04

ML-88-05

ML-88-06

ML-88-07

. ML-88-08

ML-88-09

ML-88-10

ML-88-1'1

ML-88-12

ML-88-13

ML-88-14

' ML-88-15

LINE

-

27+90S

5+45S

7+1 OW

3+05W

12+15E

11+20E

16+60S .

24+60S

3+1 OE

4+65W

1+40E

30+OOS

1 9+OOE

9+OOE

STATION

25+25W

24+1 2W

26+50W

15+85S

17+25S

8+20S

2+60S

34+68W '

38+80W

7+OON

5+90N

4+80N

33+25W

9+20S

13+15N

AZIMUTH

*'

2000

1400

0100

1950

1800

3450

1670

3200

174 6

185 0

360 0

1420

1150

0100

0570

DIP

-450

-450

-450

-450

-450

-450

-450

-450 '

-450

-45 0

-450

-450

-450

-450

-450

LENGTH 
(METRE)

232.20

140.00

167.70

180.00

149.00

151.00-

152.10

164.00

152.10

161.00

146.10

176.00

158.00

170.00

179.00

CUMMUL 
(METRE)

232.20

372.20

539.90

719.90

868.90

1019.90

1172.00

1336.00

1488.10

lb49.iU

1795.20

1971.20

2129.20

2299.20

2478.20

SIZE

BQ

.BQ

BQ-

BQ

BQ

BQ

. BQ
*.

BQ

BQ

BQ

- BQ

BQ

BO

BQ

BQ

[N-OUT 
3ASING

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out

out
In 
water

DATE 
START/ 
STOP

Sept. 
19-21

Sept. 
24-25

Sept. 
26-28
Jan. 
19-20
Jan. . 
21-23
Jan. 
27-28
Jan. 
30-31

Feb. 3-4

Feb. 6-7

Feb. 
11-12
Feb. 
14-15

Feb. 
17-18

Feb. 
20-2,1
Feb. 
22-23

126-27

SAMPLES 
FIRE 
ASSAY

23751 - 
23832

23834 - 
23899 '
23900 - 
23977
23551 - 
23609

23610 - 
23704
23706-50 
34705-09 '

34710-50 
72001-08

72009 - 
72066
72067 - 
72114 -
72115 - 
72166
7216") - 
72201
72202 - 
72267

72268 -
72228.
72329 - 
72358
72359 - 
72400

SAMPLES 
GEOCHEM

Oct. 16

Oct. 16

Oct. 16

Feb. 9

Feb. 16

Mar. 6

Feb. 25

Feb. 25

Mar. 2

Apr. 10

Apr. 10

Mar. 3

Apr. 10

Apr. 7

Mar. 29

CLAIM i

954939

954940

954957

954861

954812

954812

954811

954915

954894

954826

954846

954826

954899

954893

954887
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TABLE 3.1 DIAMOND DRILLING SUMMARY

HOLE f. LINE STATIOtf AZIMUTH DIP LENGTH 
(METRE)

CUMMUL 
(METRE)

SIZE iN-oirr
CASING

DATE 
START/ 
STOP

SAMPLES
FIRE
ASSAY

SAMPLES
CEOCHEM

CLAIM i

ML-88-16 3+85N 31+OOW 015 -45 155.10 2633.30 BQ out Mar. 
2-3

72401 - 
72435 Apr. 6 954954

ML-88-17 2+1OW 5+80S 177 -450 182.30 2815.60 BQ out Mar. 
5-6

72436 - 
72474 - Apr. 8

9548437
954842
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where it is associated with a narrow, east-west-trending magnetic 
high. The high is separated from the conductor by an irregularly 
shaped magnetic low. A northeast-trending fault is interpreted 
to cut the lower section of the hole. The VLF conductor and 
magnetic low are explained by a sericite schist in the top 25.0
 eters of the hole. A diorite/gabbro body with 5-10* magnetite 
accounts for the linear magnetic high. Along the upper contact 
of this intrusion a zone of trace to l* disseminated pyrite in 10 
to 20* quartz veining returned a value of 190 ppb over 1.5 m.

NML-88-08

This hole was drilled from a small magnetic low into a broad 
high at the eastern end of Hosier Lake, where north-south 
trending VLF conductors are truncated by the Swain Lake Fault. 
Both the fault and the magnetic low correlate with 55.0 meters of 
intense carbonate-flooded breccia. This zone is characterized by 
3* pyrite as disseminations and stringers, trace chalcopyrite and 
tourmaline .

NML-88-09

This hole was drilled to test I.P. Zone F where it appears 
to be fault displaced from the northwest-trending Zone E (JVX 
Report). This is a high resistivity, high chargeability feature 
indicating a strong sulfide source. Between 23.9 and 38.2 m, up 
to 10* pyrite was intersected in rhyolitic crystal tuff. The 
pyrite occurs as blebs and disseminations along schistosity 
planes in association with carbonate. Local brecciatlons 
throughout the hole account for the interpreted fault 
displacements in the I.P. trend.

NML-88-10

This hole was drilled in the Lac Mousseau area to test two
 agnetic lows separated by a narrow magnetic high. The trend of 
the lows is east-west but appears to be disrupted by a northeast 
trending fault of dextral motion. Previous drilling by Selco 
(1970) established pyrite mineralization 120 meters to the south 
(Figure 2.5). 7.5 m of massive pyrite and pyrrhotite were 
intersected at the top of the hole, with 10-15* pyrrhotite 
extending down to 36.4 m. The host rock is strongly silicified 
and carbonatatized dacite with trace pyrrhotite, pyrite and 
chalcopyrite. Strong alteration in the center of the hole 
accounts for the fault and the magnetic low separating highs of 
pyrrhotite mineralization. A value of 0.042 oz/ton gold (1448 
ppb) over 1.5 m (90.0-91.5 m), corresponds to a 2 cm wide quartz 
vein with pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite.

NML-88-11

This hole was drilled in the West Lac Mousseau Area to test
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a magnetic high where it is truncated by a strong northeast- 
trending fault. The magnetic high correlates to dacitic tuff 
with > 5% pyrrhotite and basaltic flow with 1-2* pyrrhotite. The 
northeast-trending fault correlates with the strongly schistose 
upper contact to a basaltic flow. Gold assays up to 130 ppb were 
returned.

NML-88-12

This hole was drilled to follow-up mineralization 
intersected in hole NML-88-10. The hole was collared to test a 
magnetic high where it is truncated by a northeast-trending 
fault. The magnetic high was interpreted to be a massive pyrite 
and pyrrhotite body. A strongly altered mafic flow with pyrite, 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite was intersected from 2.6 to 57.0 m. 
2.0 cm wide quartz veins with arsenopyrite, tourmaline, and one 
fleck of visible gold returned gold values of 0.034 oz/ton (1172 
ppb) and 0.043 oz/ton (1483 ppb) over 1.0 m intervals.

NML-88-13

The purpose of this hole was to test a strong chargeability 
feature in an area of poor rock exposure. This is the southern 
extension of I.P. Zone E (JVX Report) and Area E (Section 2.5). 
The hole intersected quartz-flooded diorite and quartz solution 
breccia from 18.0 to 41.5 m. This interval contains up to 50* 
pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopyrite mineralization in a vuggy 
 atrix. Both solution and tectonic brecciation indicate strong 
faulting that corresponds to breaks in the resistiivity data. 
This geology is correlative to hole NML-88-09. Chargeability 
zones can be attributed to semi-massive sulfides.

NML-88-14

The purpose of this hole was to test for a western extension 
of the quartz breccia zone observed in hole NML-88-08. The hole 
was drilled into a magnetic low under Hosier Lake and the 
extrapolation of a northwest-trending chargeability feature. The 
hole intersected a thick sequence of intermediate to mafic tuff 
with minor diorite dikes. The quartz breccia zone was not inter 
sected. The magnetic low can be attributed to an increase in 
carbonate alteration in the lower part of the hole. Anomalous 
gold values up to 35 ppb were returned.

NML-88-15

This hole tested the junction of two magnetic breaks where a 
magnetic low coincides with subcrops of quartz-feldspar porphyry. 
Fractured granodiorite was intersected to 106 m. This unit may 
be annealing a large structure and, given the magnetite -H 
hematite * illmenite assemblage, could account for the high 
magnetic response. A second structure, characterized by strong
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brecciation, is present in the bottom of the hole. Anomalous 
gold values up to 60 ppb were returned.

NML-88-16

This hole was drilled to test a magnetic low in an 800 meter 
wide zone of high magnetic signature that extends across the 
northern boundary of the property. A fresh, massive, quartz- 
feldspar porphyry was intersected from 47.3 to 130.3 m, and is 
correlative with the magnetic low. A highly fractured and 
altered magnetic flow intersected in the hole represents the zone 
of high magnetism and may reflect the source of the high regional 
trend. Silicifed and pyritic porphyry from the upper contact ran 
140 ppb gold.

NML-88-17

This
i ncident 
(Section 
truncates

hole was col 
magnetic low
2.5) where 

the northeaster
VLF conductor and magnet 
tuff that occurs from 38 
sericitized and silicif 
The zone may represent 
Gold values up to 20 ppb

4.0 GEOCHEMISTRY

4 . l Introduction

lared to test a VLF conductor and co 
in the Ruff Lake Mineralization Zone 
an east-west-trending regional fault 

ly fault that crosses Ruff Lake. The 
ic low correspond to a schistose dacitic 
.3 to 182.3 m. This unit is strongly 
led, with moderate potassic alteration, 
the east-west-trending regional fault, 
were returned.

1501 samples were collected for geochemical analysis between 
June 22, 1987 and March 5, 1988; 549 from surface and 952 from 
diamond drill core. All samples were analyzed for gold using the 
atomic absorption method with a minimum detection limit for gold 
of 5 ppb. Results greater than 1000 ppb was automatically re-run 
as a check. Samples collected prior to August 30 were sent to 
Accurassay Laboratories Limited in Red Lake,Ontario. The 
remaining surface and all drill core samples were sent to T.S.L. 
Laboratories in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. As well, the first 83 
surface samples collected were sent to Accurassay Laboratories 
Limited in Kirkland Lake, Ontario for Potassium/Arsenic analysis. 
This shipment was subsequently sent to Barringer Magenta in 
Rexdale, Ontario, for gold analysis.

An additional 18 samples were collected from drill core for 
Whole Rock Analysis. These samples were shipped to X-Ray Assay 
Laboratories Limited in Don Mills, Ontario. Determination of 
major oxides, selected rare earth elements and barium contents 
was made. Checks for Cu, Zn, Pb, Co, As, U and Mo found no 
samples in greater than trace quantities. The data was received 
during the writing of the report and only observations based upon
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a cursory examination will be discussed here.

Sample location maps have been included in the back pocket 
of this report. Analytical results have been compiled in 
Appendix G.

4.2 Gold-Potassium-Arsenic Geochemistry

Significant gold analyses from surface sampling are 
summarized in Tables 2.4 to 2.6 (Appendix E). The associated 
sulfide mineralizations and alterations are discussed in Sections 
2.4 to 2.5 of this report. The background gold value has not 
been calculated for the property, but for the program was assumed 
to be ^0 ppb gold. An anomalous sample was assumed to be ^0 
ppb gold and a significant sample ^00 ppb gold.

Analytical results for those samples on which potassium and 
arsenic were obtained are compiled in Table 4.1 (Appendix F), 
together with the associated gold values. This data is not 
representative of the the whole property as it consists of only 
initial samples from shore line outcrops. From this limited 
program it can be noted that anomalous gold values correspond to 
above background arsenic values (sample f23102). However, 
significant values of ^00 ppb gold do not have greatly elevated 
arsenic values (sample #23014).

As seen in Section 2.5, there are arsenic halos about 
auriferous quartz veins in the South Woman Lake area but no ppm 
determinations were made. Arsenic may be worth investigating as 
an indicator element for gold.

4.3 Whole Rock Geochemistry

The purpose of the Whole Rock Sampling was to aid in the 
identification of alteration signatures relative to fresh rock 
types. A.M. Goodwin (1967), pioneered the first whole rock study 
in the Woman Lake Area. His compilation of standard whole rock 
signatures for representative rock types is complete and well 
documented in Miscellaneous Paper 6. P.C. Thurston (1981) has 
done the most voluminous data collection for the Woman Lake 
region but at present much of the geochemistry is not in a form 
readily accessible to the exploration industry.

Whole rock sample results had not been recieved at time of 
writing, and only general observations can be made.

1. Generally the Fe203 content is high for the 
intermediate rock assemblage. Diorite have weight * 
Fe203 of MO*. Dacites have a corresponding high 
value.
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2. There is a significant increase of Fe203 between quartz 
sericite schist (ML-02) and talc schist (ML-03).

3. Mafic rocks have an Fe203 range consistent with the 
Fe203 and FeO values for Upper Woman Lake mafic 
volcanics (Thurston, 1965).

4. The Na20* is somewhat low for the felsic rock but 
normal for the mafic rocks relative to the average 
chemical composition (Thurston, 1965).

5. The K20* is elevated in those rocks most strongly 
sheared (NML-02,03) and in those units for which orange 
potassic staining was identified (NML-10),

6. Those rocks identified as pyroxenite dikes (ML-26,27) 
have high MgO* signatures.

5.0 GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

Section 1,3 give a description of the geophysical work done 
during the 1987-1988 exploration program.

5.1 Magnetometer Survey

Original total field contours were plotted by Geosig Inc. 
using computer assisted drafting techniques. The data was hand 
re-contoured by John L. Irvine Geophysical Consulting. The second 
interpretation formed the base maps for subsequent work.

Two prominent trends have been delineated by the ground 
magnetic survey (back pocket). The southeastern quadrant of the 
property is characterized by a broad, low background with narrow 
highs trending north to northwest (Domain A). The remainder of 
the property has a strong east-west distribution of alternating 
highs and lows of narrow width and long strike length (Domain B).

The southeastern most portion of this domain has low total 
field values with no highs. This corresponds to strongly 
silicified and carbonitized felsic tuff with minor amounts of 
pyrite mineralization. Rock units strike north-south and are 
truncated by a strong 060 degree fault break across which 
magnetic signatures increase sharply. Drilling of these lows 
intersected strong sericitic alteration with pervasive quartz 
mi croveining (NML-87-02). Northwest of the magnetic break, a 
series of circular highs trend northwest. Surface exposures of 
magnetic argillite at L28+OOS, 30+OOW explains the source of some 
of these highs. Given a dextral sense of motion on the 060 
degree fault, these discontinous highs may represent the 
displaced equivalent of this argillite in a trend toward Hosier
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Lake I. The flat magnetic signature of the area around NML-88-09 
and NML-88-13 is correlative with carbonatized rhyolitic tuffs 
and flows with abundant pyrite. The portion of Domain A 
immediately south of the Swain Lake Fault (L29+OOW, 17+OOS) has 
no discernible character. Strong drag folding against the fault 
appears to be independent of the magnetic signature.

The northeastern portion of the property shows a strong 
association between high magnetism and argillic rock. Drill hole 
NML-87-03 intersected strongly magnetic, sulfide-rich argillite 
throughout the hole. This is part of a regional trend that 
correlates with magnetic argillite south of Graveyard Lake, and 
heavily mineralized argillite west of Lac Mousseau (Section 2.5). 
This magnetic trend has been instrumental in discerning northwest 
and northeast-striking conjugate shears that predominant in the 
western portion of the property. The massive zones of pyrrhotite 
west of Lac Mousseau are the best example of conjugate shearing 
displacing magnetic bodies seen anywhere on the major claim 
block. The large number of closely spaced shears can easily be 
determined by the sharp truncation of the narrow magnetic highs.

Magnetic lows in the Ruff Lake and Hosier Lake I area tested 
by drilling were found to correlate with strong sericitic and 
carbonate alteration. These lows have continuous strike length 
and can be interpreted to represent zones of shearing. Many of 
these features also contain coincident VLF conductors. The 
magnetic highs have a general association with diorite and 
granodiorite dikes.

The broad magnetic high that covers the top portion of the 
property is part of a regional east-west pattern. Drill holes 
NML-88-15 and NML-88-16 tested local magnetic lows in this zone. 
The lows and magnetic breaks are coincident with quartz-feldspar 
porphyry bodies. The highs correspond to granodiorite and mafic 
flows with magnetite, hematite and illmenite.

5.2 EM Survey

The electromagnetic survey delineated a series of electro 
magnetic conductors that can be divided into two populations 
based upon grid orientation. The eastern portion of the property 
has a poor grid orientation with the base line striking at right 
angles to the transmitting station. Attempts to contour data 
along the line resulted in a parallel array of false anomalies. 
Contouring perpendicular to the line produced a second set of 
conductors that were later discounted by two independent 
consultants as being channelling effects.
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The western portion of the property is characterized by a 
series of east-west-striking conductors. Many of these 
conductors show a correlation with magnetic horizons and are 
conformable to general geological trends. Interpretation of the 
anomalies was made using station-to-station Fraser Filtering of 
Cutler data. Most conductors have constant, high amplitudes with 
Fraser values that often range up to 150. On average, the 
conductors are 600 meters long and display a sharp truncation 
coincident with magnetic breaks that suggests conjugate faulting. 
VLF conductors were tested by drill holes NML-88-04, 05, 06, and 
07. All four holes intersected zones of strong shearing with 
abundant sericite, chlorite, and local brecciation. Wide Fraser 
Filter anomalies correspond to wide intersections of sheared rock 
and it is accurate to suggest that VLF conductors have bedrock 
sources ,

5.3 Induced Polarization (I.P.) Survey

A limited I.P. survey was done over the southeastern portion 
of the property to aid in delineation of auriferous quartz veins 
exposed by trenching (Section 2.5). Over the central grid L20S, 
L22S, L24S, L25S, L26S, L28S and L30S were surveyed from their 
western extent to the shore of Woman Lake. On the western grid, 
L18E to L21E were surveyed from the southern shore of Mosier Lake 
I to the Narrow River. A small reconnaissance survey was 
completed on L2W in the western portion of the property. The 
survey employed the time domain method and a pole-dipole array 
with an A-spacing of 25 meters. A total of 13.28 line kilometers 
of I.P. was completed.

Three distinct resistivity highs and nine chargeability 
zones (zones A through I) were delineated by the survey. 
Numerous additional weak responses were detected that show no 
cross line correlation. Along the shore of Woman Lake, four 
northeast trending chargeability zones with high resistivity were 
mapped. The zones have an average strike length of 400 meters 
and may be open to the south. The northeast trend cross cuts 
rock units but is not correlative with any known structures. The 
rocks are characterized by strong sericite schist with trace 
amounts of sulfides. The resistivity is explained by quartz- 
flooding and pervasive silicification. Low spectral M-IP 
suggests a non-sulfide source. These zones may be remnant 
shadows of a northeast shear set now strongly overprinted by the 
140 degree regional fabric.

Chargeability zones just east of Mosier Lake II have a trend 
that is conformable to stratigraphy and coincident with magnetic 
and VLF features. Zones E and F were tested by drill holes NML- 
88-09 and NML-88-13 respectively. Semi-massive sulfides within 
rhyolitic crystal tuff were intersected throughout both holes 
(Section 3.2). This mineralization can be inferred for all of 
zones E through I.
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The reconnaissance survey on L2W did not reveal any 
chargeability features of significance. Chargeability amplitudes 
are low with spectral M-IP indicating an absence of sulfides 
along the survey coverage.

6.0 INTERPRETATION AND ECONOMIC POTENTIAL

The Hosier Lake Property lies on the western flank of the 
regional synclinorium and is an eastward-facing homoclinal 
sequence of Cycle I and II volcanic rock. Cycle I is a poorly 
exposed succession of vesicular and aymgdaloidal basaltic flows. 
Cycle II is a well exposed series of intermediate flows, tuffs, 
lapilli tuffs and breccia. Cycle II is capped by late-stage 
felsic pyroclastics with intercalated volcanogenics which has 
sinistrally displaced the rocks, causing a reproduction of Cycle 
II along the northern property boundary.

The felsic tuff, lapilli tuff and tuff breccia of Formation 
H are predominantly composed of glass shards and devitrified 
glass indicating a possible sub-areal deposition from a local 
source. Large volumes of ash and lapilli show a cyclicity from 
intermediate to felsic indicating resurgent phreatic activity. 
An absence of large accumulations of stromatolitic cap rock marks 
a period of shallow water lagoonal to sub-tidal pooling in the 
absence of ash-fall.

Felsic tuff and brecciated rock of Cycle II are associated 
with hydrothermal alteration and sulfide mineralization, with 
local deposition of gold. All gold showings explored in this 
program.were associated with splays off large structures, or with 
either a northeast or northwest-trending structure. With these 
factors in mind, results from the current program indicate a few 
areas of moderate to high potential on the Hosier Lake Property.

1. On the western part of the property, the Ruff Lake 
Mineralization Zone is centered about the intersection of north 
west and northeast-trending conjugate shears. Arsenopyrite, 
pyrite, galena and tourmaline are indicators of an exotic fluid 
system. The trace flecks of native copper noted may be an 
indication of a northeast fluid source along the shear from the 
Dunkin Prospect to the southwest. The Dunkin, a gold-copper 
occurance, lies on the same structures as Ruff Lake. Gold 
mineralization has been confirmed by the 1.14 oz/ton gold (39,310 
ppb) sample taken from a small quartz vein.

The northwest-trending structure is characterized by 
sericite and epidote alteration. The northeaster structure 
contains silica, iron carbonate and limonite coatings. This 
compositional difference is observed across the property and is 
interpreted as the indicator of the northwest compressional and 
northeast dilational shear sense. This pattern is often of the 
opposite sense. In the Ruff Lake area, higher priority is placed
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on the northeasterly structure and small east-west splays.

2. The Lac Mousseau Mineralization/Alteration Zone is a high 
priority gold target. It is interpreted to be a lateral 
equivalent of the North Woman Lake pyrite/chalcopyrite showings. 
There has been a facies change to dacite flow in the west from 
volcanoclastic argillite with intercalated felsic lapilli tuff. 
This is taken as an indicator of a proximal volcanic center in 
the Lac Mousseau area that is characterized by rhyodacitic doming 
and coarse pyroclastic rock fall. This massive pyrite/pyrrhotite 
body intersected in hole NML-88-10 is an indicator of a proximal 
fissure causing local massive sulfide accumulations. An absence 
of chert banding or iron formation suggests continuous volcanism 
with no appreciable period of quiescence. These observations are 
consistent with those in the South Woman Lake Area and given 
stratigraphic positions at the top of Cycle II, these units are 
correlative. The Lac Mousseau Region is of shallow water 
deposition in a closed basin with few allochthonous sediments.

Gold potential is a function of the complex array of 
conjugate shears. Drill hole NML-88-12 was drilled to test for a 
northeast shear displacing a known massive sulfide body, and 
intersected 5* arsenopyrite, l* tourmaline, and trace pyrrhotite 
and chalcopyrite in strong shearing. Associated with this 
structure were two flecks of visible gold and assays of 0.034 
oz/ton (1172 ppb) and 0.043 oz/ton (1483 ppb) gold over 1.5 m 
intervals. Consistent with observations at Ruff Lake, these 
northeast-trending shears are the favourable exploration target.

3. The North Woman Lake Sulfide Zones are interpreted to be the 
lateral facies equivalent of the Lac Mousseau West Zone. At the 
western end of the zone, (L35+90W, 6+60S) sulfide pods within 
dacite is consistent with the geology of Lac Mousseau. A series 
of trench showings at L40+OOW, 9+60S contain anomalous gold 
values within quartz flooded argillite. This unit is correlative 
with the argillic rock intersected in the Selco (1970) holes. 
The east end of the zone (L25+20W, 0+90S) marks the change to a 
nore sedimentary environment with coarse-grained, disseminated 
pyrite. This entire zone of mineralization contains elevated 
gold values and has similar potential to the Lac Mousseau region. 
The location of the conjugate shears is not known at this time,

4. In the South Woman Lake Zone, old trenches containing 
auriferous quartz veins with arsenopyrite, pyrite, sphalerite, 
galena, hematite and limonite in east-west-trending shear zones 
have returned the best gold values on the property. At L22+OOS, 
24+OOW, two flecks of visible gold were observed. Whereas, the 
local shear trends east-west, the dominant fabric is a 140 degree 
foliation. The area is also cross-cut by a strong northeasterly 
shear set that parallels two prominent 060 degree-trending faults 
interpreted by Pyrslak (1971). These northeast and northwest
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fabrics are thought to be the result of the conjugate shear set. 
During the mapping of these showings it was postulated that much 
of the polymetallic mineralization within the veins was 
introduced along the 060 degree faults from a source to the 
southwest. This lead to the staking of claims around the pyrite, 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyr i te-r ich pits in Skinner Township.

Drill hole NML-87-01 isolated a 12.0 meter zone of shearing 
with elevated gold values high in the hole. This establishes the 
potential for a series of parallel reidel shears, of east-west 
trend, in this area. The gold potential within the larger 
conjugate shears is thought to be high.

7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Surface and drilling results indicate significant gold 
values associated with sulphide mineralization and alteration. 
The main objective of the next phase of exploration should be to 
correlate drill hole information to surface data and to re-map 
key area with significant showings. The following recommenda 
tions are made for the next phase of exploration:

1. Detailed mapping should be completed in the following areas:

North of Woman Lake from 0+OON to the northern boundary. 
South of the Narrow River from 35+OOS to 37+OOS.

North of the baseline, with the exception of the block
between L5+OOE and 1+OOE.
Between lines 14+OOE and 2+OOE from 0+00 to 10+OOS.
South of Mosier Lake II and west of the lake from L4+OOW to
Lll+OOW north of the tie line.
The areas west of Mousseau Lake and Mosier Lake II contain
known visible gold and particular attention must be given to
the orientation of quartz microveins. Information from
drill holes must be correlated to the surface data as
reconnalsance mapping, west of Lac Mousseau this winter,
indicated a strong disparity between the two.

Surface sampling for combined gold, arsenic and potassium 
should be completed concurrent with the mapping. The 
mineralization zones together with inital whole rock data 
suggests that arsenic and potassium may be used as 
pathfinder elements. Re-sampling of the core and further 
surface sampling for whole rock analysis is warranted to 
establish the alteration signature associated with the known 
showings. A much larger data base is required of potassium, 
arsenic, and whole rock chemical analysis for proper 
evaluation of significant areas.

Power stripping should be undertaken in the following areas: 
!) lhe- Lac-Mousseau-West- Zone from Line 1+OOE to 3+OOE
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between 4+OOand 6+OON. This is the gold showing in hole 
NML-88-12.
2) The -01d_Trench_Showing from Line 23+OOS to 24+OOS, 
between 25+50 and 24+50E.
3) lhe -Ruff -Lake -Showing from Line 7 + OOW to 8+OOW, between
14+50 and le+OOS.
These areas should be mapped and sampled in detail.

The following areas are second priority targets for 
stripping:
4) From lines 9+00 to 10+OON, between 39+75 and 40+50W on 
the central grid. This was a showing of auriferous quartz 
veins within altered argillite (Section 2.5).
5) Possibly around drill hole NML-88-08. This is a 
difficult area to trench as it is swamp surrounding the 
Hosier Creek. The hole contained significant quartz 
brecciation with tourmaline. The trend is unknown.

Additional geophysical surveys are proposed for the Lac 
Mousseau area. Both max-min EM and IP/Resistivity surveys 
are warranted from L8+OOW to 6+OOE, between the baseline and 
the northern boundary. The max-min will define the lateral 
strike extent of the known massive sulfide body intersected 
by hole NML-88-10. Displacements by shearing will highlight 
fault zones for which the I.P. has been targeted. The gold 
mineralization is though to be controlled by narrow quartz 
stringers with fine arsenopyrite disseminations. By 
starting from a known occurence at hole NML-88-12, it may be 
possible to follow this chargeability feature.

A compilation of the old Selco drill data is required. The 
collar locations have been accurately located on the new 
grid and the logs are on file. What is not known is the 
survey from which the holes were planned or how extensive 
the exploration program was. This information is most 
valuable in assessing mineralization trends onto the new 
claims to the west. This is of moderate to high priority.

Prospecting is warranted in the southeast corner of the 
property. There appears to be a southerly trend of quartz 
veining along Woman Lake which leads onto the newly acquired 
Noramco claims. Medicine Rock Gold Mines (1929) have 
reported a value of 0.32 oz/ton over 29 feet of rhyolite 
porphyry. (High priority)

An additional EM (max-min) survey is proposed for the 
eastern half of the property. The existing grid is poorly 
oriented for a VLF survey and the available data has been 
dismissed as electromagnetic channeling effects.
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PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK 
REGIONAL:BIRCH LAKE - UCHI LAKE GREENSTONE BELT

Yr Property 
Name

Work Done Conclusions/ 
Recommendations

1926 Ont.Woman Lk 
Guild Mines

Geological Surface 
work - stripping 
etc .

1926 Heine,Levesque Geological Surface 
4 Rouillard work-stripping 

some trenching

1926 Woman Lk
Center Synd.

1926 Jackson Manion

1927 Woman Lk
Gold Fields 
Division

Trenching 
cont.d in

St S trip. 
1927

Uncovered feldspar rich 
dyke ladder structure 
qtz veining 4 qtz domes. 
Trace galena

V.G. found in irreg. qtz 
veins bluish in patches 
hosted in po. unit cut by 
N trending dyke - veins 
are parallel to dykes

4 in qtz vein py.sphal. 
cpy sme fe-carb; alt.- 
fine grained Au.-wall 
rock has sulfides.

Staking 4 Geol.
surfac work
1 27 - optioned to
Noah-Timmins Inc.
DDH.(13)
'28 - DDH
'34 - Mill devel.
'37 - New shaft sunk
to 382'
1940 - mine closed

Surface Geol.Work

Qtz veins 4 
- py 4 V.G.

lenses in po

No qtz veins of 
significance - no 
mineralization

1927 Picard Gold 
Mines

1927 Metals Dev. 
(Hudson 
Patricia)

1927 Narrow Lk 
Mining Co.

Strip., mapping, 
20' shaft sunk

Surface Geol . 
Work - '37 mining

Surface Geol.work 
strip. - sev. 
test pits

Surface Geol.work1927 NW Syndicate
(Under option trenching 
to Coniagas)

Reticulating qtz veins 4 
a l 1 qtz vein widening at 
depth py-galena aspy. 
sphalerite

Qtz vein in 3'wide
Py,gal.sphal . cpy 4
Au vein mined in '37

Co

Little qtz present,rain, 
rusty, A few promising 
assays

trenching 
qtz vein, 
results.

on po hosted 
no encouraging



PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK 
REGIONAL:BIRCH LAKE - UCHI LAKE GREENSTONE BELT

Yr Property 
Name

Work Done Conclus ions/ 
Recommendations

1927 Tripp-Gutcher 
Mines Ltd.

1927 Bell-Woman 
Mines Ltd.

surface geol.work

Surface geo.work 
- camp buildings 
on S Shore Rowe Lk

1927 Leonard Narrow Strip Si T renching 
Lake Mines

1928 Dunkin Mines 
Property

1928 Bathurst 
Ltd.

Mines

1963 Gunnex*

1965 Asarco Expl

1969 Vanco*

1973 St.Joseph*

Lenticular! N-Striking 
qtz veins on strike with 
Jackson-Manion Mines - no 
values reported

No important finds

Qtz lenses containing 
massive arsenopyrite 
containing gold- 
insufficient amounts

shaft sunk to 82.7 Qtz veining consists of 
m. 215 m of lateral white St b luish hosting 
development gold St p y in rugs.

Prosp 4 Mining 
shaft to 68.6 m 
'29-mine shutdown 
1 32-reopened 
'34-Erie Cdn 
underground expl . 
'36-CarLake Synd. 
optional to Cleeman 
Gold Mines 
'37-Mining ceased

DDH (6)

DDK (10) some 
trenching

Airborne EM A Mag

DDH (4)

1974 - DDH (3)

Auiferous qtz veins blue 
in colour. S2500 Qu 
recovered - py cpy aspy 
S1500 Au produced

- 41169.0 Au

Cpy po py ft s phal. - no 
values reported

Qtz po tt h bld syenite py 
po cpy b s phal. 0.08 
oz/ton over 50 feet

7 conductors on periphery 
of gabbro intrusion

E end of Swain Lk over 
known Au showing py, cpy, 
mag gal - alt. hematite S 
carbonate



PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK 
HOSIER LAKE PROPERTY

Year Property 
Name

Work 
Done

Conclusions/ 
Recommendations

1928

1968

Medicine Rock 
Gold Mine 
"Portage Group"

C . C.Huston * 
Associates

DDH (1)

Airborne 
Mag ft EM

Rhyolite porphyry 
0,32 oz/ton Au 
over 29 feet

No anomalies

1969 Vance 
(Summer) 
63-2661 
Fall 
63-2713*

Mapping A 
Mag Survey

Ai rborne 
Mag Si E M

No sulphides
mineralization of
signi ficance
4 conductors - 2 top
priorities

1970 Sel co
(South Bay 
Mine)

DDH (3) 
NW of 
Mousseau Lk,

py, po, minor cpy

1972 Vanco Expl. Mag HLEM Location of survey 
not n assessment 
report. No report 
available.

'Note: DDH Series 
available.

WL-71 reported to south - no logs or report
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DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF FORMATIONS

IN THE 

CONFEDERATION - WOMAN LAKES AREA



The following descriptions of rock formations are taken from 
Thurston (1985) who traversed both sides of the major fold axis. 
It should be noted that where indicated, some formations were not 
observed on both sides of the synclinorium.

Geochronologi cal ly , the cycle is comprised of formations A. 
Bl, B2, C and D. Specific characteristics that pertain to the 
Noramco claim block have been listed below with a regional 
summary in Table 2,1.

Formation A

The formation is a series of massive flow and interflow and 
interflow tuff basalt cut by several sills and dikes of
 afic/ultramafic composition called the Leg Lake Sills (Thurston, 
1977). Pillow and foliation textures are less common with 
vertical and lateral grations between these and massive 
varieties. On the west side of the synclinorium, amphibolite 
facies grade metamorphism causes the flows to appear gabbroic and 
are hard to differentiate from the duni t i c/periodi t i t ic Leg Lake 
Sills which are concordant.

Formation B

There are two members here where Bl is predominantly
 etasediments on the west limb and intermediate pyroclastic-
 etasediments on the right limb. Member B2 is intermediate 
pyroclastic rock on the west limb and a series of wacke,
 udstones and clast supported conglomerates on the east.

Formation C

This formation is mappable on the west limb of the 
synclinorium only as an isolated pod of felsic tuff.

Formation D

This 90 meter thick siliceous marble unit underlies much of 
Narrow Lake and caps the cycle I volcanism.

This cycle is comprised of formations E through to J. 
Specific character i si tics that pertain to the Noramco claim block 
have been listed below with a regional summary found in Table 
2.2.

Formation E

This formation occurs on both sides of the synclinorium axis 
with a known thickness on the west side of 2700 meters. The 
composition is massive and pillowed coarse grained mafic flows, 
coarse grained sills, hyaloclastic units and minor pillowed flows



of intermediate composition. Minor oxide/sulphide facies iron 
formation is also exposed on the southwestern limb of the fold 
structure. It is to be noted that amphibolite to 
hornblende/hornfelds facies grade of metamorphism is common and 
that the high carbonate content is accounted for in 25 to 30* 
carbonate filled amygdules.

Formation F

Correlative with the iron formation of formation E on the 
west side of the structure, this formation F occurs only east of 
the synclinoral axis. It is a sequence of four mafic flow and 
hyalciasti t i c units each overlain by felsic, tuffaceous rock.

Formation G

Present on both sides of the regional structure, this thick 
(5400 meters) formation is, in the western portion, underlain by 
Formation E and overlain by Formation H. Being intermediate 
lapillit tuff, this rock has a high pumiceous and lithic fragment 
content with 10* accidental fragments of other rock types. 
Reverse size grading and poorly developed bedding together with 
abundant pumice suggest this rock is the product of pyroclastic 
flow erruption.

Formation H

This formation of felsic tuff 
breccia intercalates with Formation 
Woman Lake Tuff (Thurston, 1979) 
pumiceous lapilli, bombs and fiamme

lapilli tuff and minor tuff 
G. Sections such as the
are characterized by felsic 

with not accidental clasts.
A high pumice content, lack of bedding and reverse size grading 
combined with a welded texture suggests that the base and top of 
this formation are subaerial ignimbrite flows of two erruptive 
events.

There is no Formation I.

Formation J

This chemical sediment member over 
(Formation H) and like Formation D 
completion of Cycle II. The rock uni 
accumulation of finely laminated calcite 
and organic silty material. The wavy 
laminae is assumed to mark the presence 
(Henderson, 1975). Excellent exposures 
along the west shore of Woman Lake 
Noramco/Mosier Lake Property.

Cy. cle^I.!.!.

lays the Woman Lake Tuff 
of Cycle I, marks the

t is a 60 meter thick 
with interbeds of quartz 
form of the carbon-rich 
of Archean Stromatolites 
of this formation occur 
and at Ruff Lake on the

Comprised of Formations K to M, this is the youngest of the 
three cycles and is exposed on both lines of the synclinorium.



Special characteristics that pertain to the Noramco claim block 
have been listed below wiht a regional summary found in Table 
2.3.

Formation K

this formation consists of mafic to intermediate flows with 
some massive variolitic flows. Inter-flow metasediment, although 
considered a minor component overall, have well developed 
exposures along the eastern shore of Woman Lake. A shallow 
submarine origin is suggested for this formation that extends 
along strike for 37 kilometers and hosts the former Jackeson- 
Manion Consolidated Mine. Amygdules form 20* of the rock and 
dense concentrations of varioles characterize the formation.

Formation L

Directly overlying Formation K, this unit is observable on 
both sides of the regional synclinorium. The predominant rock 
type is massive to slightly foliated, intermediate to felsic tuff 
with minor intercalated flows. Spherulites are common and can be 
used to differentiate this formation from M above.

Formation M

This formation is removed from the study area and is largely 
a fault-bounded block trending in a northward direction. This is 
the top of the stratigraphic sequence and structural 
interpretation suggests that the rocks within the fault bounded 
block are younger than those outside the block. Some 1500 meters 
of the total 2200 meters of this formation are rhyolite flows and 
associated hyaloclastite and breccia flows. These rocks are 
succeeded upwards by tuff, lapilli-tuff and tuff breccia.

The following 
Thurston (1985) .

intrusive phases have been described by

Metamorphosed Mafic Intrusives

Varying in composition from granitic to quartz dioritic 
occur as small hypabyssal stocks, sills and minor dykes. They 
generally cut formations of Cycle III.

Horneblende-Quartz Diorite

This rock is characterized by 10* quartz phenocrysts,10-15* 
plagioclase phenocrysts and 20-30* ferromagnesium phenocrysts. 
These stocks are noted at Uchi Lake only.

Granophyric Granodiorite

Coined by A.P.Pryslak 91973) to describe a number of 
metamorphosed felsic stocks in Dent and Mitchell Townships. The 
colour index and type of ferromagnesium minerals varies with the



rock type intruded. These stocks are different from the quartz- 
feldspar-porphyry dome at South Bay Mines in its lower 
concentration of quartz phenocrysts.

Porphyrytic Rhyolite

This quartz-feldspar porphyry is associated with the Cycle 
III metavol can!cs and is quartz/albite porpyrytic in a groundmass 
of feldspar with trace epidote. The feldspars are often 
saussuritized.



APPENDIX C

DIAMOND DRILL LOGS AND SECTIONS 

(in separate binder)



APPENDIX D 

PETROGRAPHIC SAMPLING PROGRAM



PETROGRAPHIC S' 1 ING PROGRAM

. r ill 
Hole

Rock 
Name

From - To 
(meters)

Whole 
Rock

Section Petrographic 
Descr i pt i on

Comments

ML 87-01 Qz brecc. 40.0-41.5 t h i n X p o lished

87-01 Qz sericite 
schist/ fei . 
a g g l o m . tuff

173 - yes thin yes

87-02 Felsic lap. 
tuff

41 - A3 yes thin/poli shed

87-02 Qz breccia 118.5-120.0 thin

A sample of q z 
breccia that assayed 
450 ppb au over- 0.76
m. The
e x t r e m e l y
with 751
v e i n i n g . P y
coarse grained. Py
f i n e - g r a i n e d . G r e y
sericite alt. 51

samp!e i s 
fractured 

random q z 
2\ m ed . to 

21

A sample of the 
felsic
agglotnerate/sericite 
schist that 
characterizes the W 
shore of Woman Lk. 
This sample contains 
t r . py with possible 
graphite stringers.

Strong 
alt.

potassic 
a l o n g the

f o l i a t i o n 
Biotite alt. 
magnetic . 
d i s s. in 
arsenopyrite 
gal . - t r 
maganese? 
observed

plane. 
51 n o n- 
Py 21 
cubes , 
tr.-ll 

some
Staining is 

locally.
W,R. will 
 manganeses

check for 
enrichment

This may be the 
archean dolomite unit 
tha is exposed at 
Ruff Lk. It contains 
701 qz, 201 ash. py 
occurs as fine 
grained cubes S cubic 
d i ss .
Over the interval: 
yellow-green sericite 
251, green mica 31, 
biotite 8S



Dr i Rock 
Name

Fro in - To 
(meters)

Whol e 
Rock

S e| on Petrographic 
___Descryi pt i on

C o m in e n t s

87-03 Argill 
shal e

42 - 4 3 thin/polished

Sample was of quartz-flooded 
definitely a vein structure.

yes A sample of black
shale that assayed 
anomalous at 400 ppb 
Au over . 92 in. The 
unit is unaltered at 
^ silica 8 ^ \ 
sericite. Qz- 
stringers are common 
with 21 py in cubes

felsic w. i t h cubes of pyrite along the contact. This is

87-03 Int. Lap. 
Tuff

88-05 Int. Tuff 
brecc i a

46 - 47 thin

51 - 52 yes thin

88-07 diorite 26 - 27 yes thin

88-08 Brecc.
Int. flow

126.5 - 128 thin

87-01 Green Int. 
tuff

200 - 201 yes thin

A good fresh ex. of 
int. lap. tuff. 
Sericite S carb. alt. 
are moderate. Tr. py 
is disseminated

Good alt. of the 
fresh int. above. Yellow- 
green sericite is moderate 
to strong. Talc is 
moderate to weak. Blue- 
grey qz vein ing is 
secondary

A dark green fine 
grained intrusive 
with t r. -21 py diss. 
Car1 b. alt. is weak - 
mod. Chlorite alt. is 
strong

,Swain Lk Lineament. 
Qz-carb occurs in 
equal amts t r. 
chalcopyrite. T r-. -11 
py. Tourmaline - t r. 
- massive over 2 cm.

Light green in colour 
med. grained 801 Asa 
weakly fractured 251 
chlorite pervasive 
201 silica along FO 
151 sericite , 2 1 
green mica, possible 
K+, diss. py



"if
87-02

Rock 
Name

Talc 
schist

From - To 
(meters)

104 - 105

Whole 
Rock

yes

87-02

87-03

88-04

Petrographi c 
Desc ri p t i on

Comments

thin yes

Int. tuff 29 - 30 run for 
trace 
elements

thin

87-03 chert 92 - 93 thin

Iron 152-153 
formation

th i n/poli shed

88-05

Al t. 
dac i t i c 
Lap. Tuff

Sericite 
rich tuff

114 - 115 yes thin

77 - 78 yes thin

Light yellow - yellow 
grey, ash 751, 
moderately fractured, 
t r. -H p y , yellow- 
green sericite 301, 
poss i ble t r . Mn

Light green - grey, 
ash 301 fine 
grained, 81 qz 
vein ing. Weakly 
fractured. 7/5 py 
diss. S, a long qz 
margins. Tr. aspy Z 
gal. assoc i ated with 
vns 8 contacts. 201 
green mica 401 
chlorite

fine grained 
- chert, 
with 
fracturing.

dark tan
Pol i ated
moderate

Some
talc, 
py t r

pyrrhotite 
, cpy tr.

1-

A narrow unit of BIF 
with alternating 
bands of py- 
py r r notite in an 
argillite. Chlorite 
alt. pyrrhotite^y

Ser i c i t i zed dac i t i c 
.lapilli agglom. 
bleached with carb. 
alt. Tr. -31 py 
finely disseminated

Light yellow green- 
light green, fine 
gra i ned tuf f , yellow 
green sericite alt. 
is weak to mod., 
carb. alt is mod., 
talc is weakly dev., 
sericite alt is also 
weakly dev., tr. -21 
py, local t r, 
limonite staining



88-06

88-07

88-08

88-09

88-09

Rock 
Name

From - To 
J meters)

Whole 
Rock

ion Petrographic 
De se ri pt i on

Comments

In tercal. 57 - 
tuff b ree. 
S A g g l o m .

58 thin

Rhyolite 
dac i t i c 
lap. tuff

57 - 58 yes thin

AU. 
b r e c c . 
Intermed 
flow

162-163 yes thin

Sheared 
congom,

135-136 thin

diorite 148-149 thin yes

Light dark green to 
green fine to m e d - 
grained tuf. t r. -31 
P y , mod. carb. alt. 
weak to mod. 
serpentinite alt., 
weak biotite alt. 
weak yellow-green 
sericite alt.

Drk yellow 
fine to med. 
lapill i tuff 
- l oca!y 
yellow-green

grey,
grained
Strong
extreme

ser .
mod chlorite alt
Locally 
biotite 
locally 
alt. tr.

strong 
alt. Mod- 

st rong sil i ea 
-11 pyrite

Light green 
green, med 
grained Int. 
21 diss py

whitish 
- coarse 
flow. 1- 
t r . c p y ,

mod - strong carb. 
alt., mod. silica 
alt., mod chlorite 
alt., mod sericite 
alt., mod - strong 
grey sericite alt.

Light tan grey - 
whitish grey m e d- 
coarse grained 
conglom. 11 py., 
strong Sericite alt., 
st r o fi g talc alt., 
momd chlorite alt., 
locally mod. silica 
alt., locally strong 
yellow-green sericite 
al t.

Green fine to med. 
grained massive
diorite., . T r . - \\ 
d i s s. p y, strong 
chlorite all. wo d- 
sericite alt. or is



Rock 
Name

88-09 Py rich 34 
r h y o l i t i c 
c r~ y s t a l 
tuff

Fro in - To 
(meters,'

Whole 
Rock

on Petrographic Com in e n L i

- 35 thin/polished ye;

Bottom of the core pile and not available for sampling.

88-10 Massive 28.5 - 30.0 thi n/po.1 i shed 
sulph i des

88-10 Sulfide 
rich 
dac i te

117.6-119.0 yes thin/polished

88-12 Basal t 
flow

6.5 - 8.0 yes th i n/poli shed yes

Py rich accumulations 
as aggregates up to 
101 of the rock. Fine 
grained py is d i s s . 
up to 30*. Carb. alt. 
is mod. to strong 
silica alt. is weak 
to mod. The unit is 
strongly brecciated 
non-magnetic.

A samle of the lower 
margin of the massive 
sulphi de body . 11 i s 
brecciated with a 
py/po matrix. Tr. 
chalcopyrite occurs 
locally. Py is cut by 
pyrrhot i te in 
stringers. Greenish 
talc mineral occurs 
locally. (Sampled for 
thin section)

A sample to check for 
the possible presence 
of penetlandite 
replacing pyrrhotite. 
The who!e rock will 
check for t tie 
original composition 
of the 
andesite/dacite.

t

A sample of alt. 
basalt containing qtz 
m i c r o v e i n s with V.G. 
observed. Silica alt. 
- mod. to st rong. 
Chlorite - moderate 
to strong. Yellow- 
green sericite-mod. 
around vei nlets . 
Carb. alt. weak, non 
magnetic. 1-21 py/po 
with tourmaline.



Rock
Name

From - To 
(meters)

Whole 
Rock

ion Petrographic 
____Description

88-12 Pyroxenite 71 - 72 yes thin yes

88-12 pyroxenite 100.0-105.0 yes

88-11 A ltered 
r h y o 1 i t i c 
lithic tuff

37 - 38 yes thin

88-11 Basal tic 
flow

68 - 69 thin

88-13 Qz flooded
Intrusive
(Diorite)

22-23 yes thin/polished yes

C o m m e n t s

A good fresh sample 
of pyroxenite from 
Lhe dyke b t-1 o w t h e 
a s p y shear. This 
section is med. 
grained.

A sample to check for 
alt. signatures 
(W.R.) where an 
anomalous assay of 
.043 oz/ton Au 
occurs.

Mottled
fine to
tuff. Tr
shears in
strong silica alt
mod. to strong
chlorite alt.

light grey 
med.g rained 

-21 py 
ve i nlets.

D r k green, med. 
grained basalt, 
porphyr i t i c (amph ) 1- 
21 py in stringers. 
11 chalcopy. assoc. 
with alt. 1-21 diss. 
pyrrhotite. strong 
chlorite alt. mod. 
yellow grn-sericite 
alt. mod to strong 
carb. alt.

Drk green to light 
grey, t r. -101 py. 
magnetite, 
pyrrhotite, 
mod carb, alt 
- mod silica 
weak sericite

51
31

w e a k - 
, weak 
al t. , 
atl . ,

weak serpentinite 
alt., weak talc alt., 
s l u p h i d e rich 
chloritic zone

Bottom of core stack could not be sampled.



"ft.
88-13

Rock
Name

Qz rich 
sol ' n 
breccia

F f o m - To Whole 
Rock

i o ri Petrographic 
Description

C o m m e ri t s

39 - 40 poli shed

88-13 fault 112-113 
breccia

yes thin/poli shed

Bottom of core stack could not be sampled.

88-15 Xenolithic 94 - 95 thin 
granodiorite

88-15 Sol 'n 
breccia

162 - 163 thin

88-16 Basal tic
fi ow

37 - 38 thin

Light grey - white 
30-501 suphides (py- 
p o - c p y ) t r . 
t. our md l i ne med . to 
strong silica alt.

A f i n i t i c to med. 
grained sections with 
up to 501 sulph i des 
clasts of pyroxenite 
qz d iorite, py-cpy 
<5Q% > l imonite tr . - 
21, h ematite tr. -21, 
weak - mod. silica 
alt. weak - mod 
sericite alt. weak 
carb, alt., weak talc 
alt.

Light green - yellow 
green, med. grained 
granodiorite (or 
Q .F .P?). tr. specular 
hematite in vein lets, 
tr . py , tr. cpy , 
carb, alt, serpentite 
alt. - weak, epidote 
alt. - weak, talc 
alt.,c norite alt.

Light red to green, 
fine grained, p y t r. 
-11, c h a l c o p y . tr- 
,l\, h ematite tr. -21 
(secular), limonite 
t r., magnetite t r . ~ 
II, weak - mod. carb, 
alt., weak - med. 
pink (?) alt., weak 
epidote alt., weakly 
magnetic.

Green, fine grained 
flow, weak - strongly 
magnetic, tr. - 101, 
locally py, mod- 
strong chlorite alt., 
mod - i i r o n 9 carb 
alt., mod yellow



Ot , l 1 
Hole

88-16

88-17

Rock 
Name

Sheared 
Oacile 
l a p i l l i 
tuff

From - To 
_( m e. t e r s)

Whole 
Rock

S o v t i o n Petrographic 
De se r i pt ion ^

Q2 -feld. 35 - 56 
p o r p h y r y

yes t fi i n yes

yes thin

C o m m e fi t s

Grey ,me d grained te 
ll d i ss . py local 
hematite staining, 
weak carb. alt. 
locally strong 
yellow-green sericite 
alt. non magnetic

Light grey - green 
grey m e d. grained, t r 
py weak to med silica 
weak chlorite, mod- 
strong sericite, 
locally mod carb, mod 
- strong talc.



Additional Notes
ML-02

This sample was taken from Cycle lil volcanics characterized 
by calc-alkal ine felsic flows and lap! 1 1 i /agglomerat ic rocks. 
Silicification is intense and a broad halo of carbonate 
alteration occurs regionally. In field mapping the original 
bedding features had been destroyed by several cross-cutting 
structural lineaments. Sericite is pervasive but more 
importantly green mica was observed up to 2 * a t surface. Further 
down hole quartz veins contained galena, sphalerite and pyrite.

ML-05

This unit is interesting not only because of its elevated 
gold values but it is the only "shave 1 unit observed on the 
property. Being part of an intense regional deformation zone, 
the possibility exists that this is really a phyllitic shear of a 
mafic tuff. Dolomite painting on joint planes characterizes the 
unit of surface .

ML-21

This unit was identified as a diorite but is being checked 
against the petrographic descriptions for diorites on the 
adjoining property to see if it is similar. The unit does not 
outcrop and is a rather fine to medium grained massive rock.

ML-25

The basaltic rock contains strong silicification with 
associated quartz veins hosting some local flecks of visible 
gold. The alteration is not spectacular and no account can be 
made of its auriferous nature. Arsenopyrite is definitely an 
association locally but does not appear to be directly related to 
gold values. 200 meters north, this unit hosts a 10 meter 
section of massive pyrite.

ML-26

This unit was called pyroxenite in core logging and occuring 
withiin the same hole as ML-25 may have a relationship to 
mineralization. The unit is a definite dyke feature.

ML-36

Classified as quartz-feldspar porphyry, I would like to get 
a handle on exact classification and mineralogy for comparisons 
to other properties and the large granitic stock that occurs 
north of here. There is some thinking that this unit is part of 
an independant stock.



ML-03
Taken from a large unit of highly silicified agglomerate 

this is a characteristic schist where the rock has been sheared. 
A bluish colour has been observed infrequently in this unit and 
the possibility of Mn staining was suggested. Although not 
observed in this sample, a green mica siiilar to fuchsite was 
noted in trace quantities.



APPENDIX E

TABLES 2.4, 2.5, 2,6 

SAMPLING RESULTS



, ..ole 2 . A: Lac Mousseau Geochemistry R e s u i

Hole 
Number

Grid 
Location

ML 88-10 3+10E, 7+OON

ML 88-11 4+65W, 5+90N 

ML 88-12 1+40W, 4 + 80N

Satnpl e
Number

F f o m - To 
(Meters)

Width 
(m)

Sub Zone - Ruff Lake Zone 

ML 88-04 3+05W, 17+25S

72118

72148

72156

23582

13.30 - 14.80 1.5

90.0 - 91.50 1.5

117.6 - 119.0 1.4

72183 61.0 - 62.0 1.0

72204 ' 5.0 - 6.5 1.5

72233 49.0 - 50.50 1.5

72250 100.0 - 101.50 1.5

96.0 - 97.0 1.0

23593 120.0 - 121.0 1.0

Au 
Value (ppb )

Remarks

. 420 strong carb, 
flooding tr.-ll 
cpy, po

1000 
042 02/ton

120

130

150

>looo
034 o z X t o n

>1000 
.043 ozXt on

160

210

2 cm. q z v n 11
po L r. 11 py \ \
cpy in veinlets

50 cm 20ne 15- 
20 ?c po tr -11 
cpy

tuff tr. py - po

51 diss. py over 
40 cm tr cpy 1- 
21 po

8.0 cm blue qz 
vn py. aspy

6.0 cm py
bearing q z v n
4.0 cm - carb vn

F e staining in 
int. t u f f - 
agglomerate

Dilation zone 
infilled with 
qz-carb stained 
pink



2.5: North Woman Lake Geochemistry P "^Vl t s

Sample Grid 
Number Location

23282 25+20W, 0+90S

Au Mineralization Alteration D e s c r i 
Value

752 py carb . po . s i 1 . grab 
 over 
ladde

p t i o n

s a m p 1 e 
1.0 m 

r work
q z v n s in 
brecc . 
pyroclastic

23283 25+20W, 0+90S

23284 25+20W, 9+90S

23224 30+20W, 5+OOS

23186 30+20W, 5+OOS

23188 30+20W, 5 + OOS

23189 30+20W, 5+OOS

23315 35+90W, 6+60S

23186 35+90W, 6+60S

23188

23189 35+90W, 6 + 60S

480 chlorite in 'wall 
rock

144 chlorite

398

899 minor pyrite silica

171 p y minor to 11 limonite, sericite 
chlorite

242 2-31 py 1 i tnoni te , ser i c i te 
chlorite carb.

470 3-51 fin e py silica, carb, 
sulphide burn

899 minor to fine py

177 Fe ea r b. staining 
limonite rust 
sericite S, c hlorite

242 2-31 fine py same as above

same 
above

same 
above

amyd . 
1 api 1 
tuff

I ri t . 
1 ap i 1 
tuff

same 
above

grab 
1.0m 
s e m i -
m a s s i 
sul ph 
zone

m a s s i 
sul ph 
zone 
int . 
tuff

same 
above

as

as

to
1 i

1 i

as

over 
i n

ve 
i de

ve
i de 

i n 
lap.

as

23021 40+OOW, 9+60S 110 tr py sil i ea grab sample 
of Fe 
f o r m a t o n



Table 2.5 cont'd

Sample 
Number

Grid 
L o c a t ion

Au
Value

Mineral i zat i on Alteration Description

23102 40+OOW, 9+60S

23022 43+OOW, 8 + 20S

117

266

trace pyrite

pyrite

silica k-spar tr. felsic 
green mica tuff

foli ated

q z v n 1.0 m 
wide sample



Table 2.5 cont'd

S a m p 1 e 
Number

L 87-03

Grid 
Location

5+45S, 26+50W

Au 
Value

23914

23916

36

42

.7

.0

M i ne

- 37.

- 42.

ral

8

9

izat

1.

.

ion

06

9

Alterat

330

400

i on

Fine
s i 1 c i
py

Descr i pt i on

py cubes
f ied.
cubes in

argillite 2.0 cm 
qz carb. 
stringers tr. py



Able 2.6 South Woman Lake Geochemistry 4^fcs u l t s

.ample Grid 
Number Location

23354 23+30S, 25+OOW

23357 23+30S, 25+OOW

23364 23+30S, 25+OOW

23392 23+40S, 24+80W

23399 23+40S, 24+8QW

23400 23+40S, 24+80W

23293 22+70S, 24+20W

23009 22+OOS, 24+20W

23011 22+OOS, 24+20W

23013 22+OOS, 24+20W

23014 22+OOS, 24+20W

Au 
Value

209

327

157

150

180

280

800

465

114

1667

5111

ineralization Alteration Description

tr.py gal. t r . s i 1 i c . mn. sheared
gold staining alt.

pyroclastic
251 q 2 v n

11 py tr. po same as above sheared
al t .
py rocl ast i c
51 v e i n i n g

trace pyrite same as above sheared
alt.
py rocl ast i c
101 v e i fi i n g

11 py. tr. gal. silica 8 carb. Int.
pyroclastic
151 micro-
vein i n g 1
cm wide

11 py tr. gal. rusty, silica Int.
8 carb. pyroclastic

151 micro-
vein i n g 1
cm wide

same as above sain e as above same as
above

2-31 pyrite silica, K-spar Int. mafic
carb. tuff

py in cubes carbonate cherty alt.
unit sample
1.0 m long

pytraspy sericite qz vn in
pyl 1 i t i c
mafic vole.
7.0 m wide

tr py aspy diss. same as above same as
fleckofgalena? above

tr py aspy rust, silica chlorite
stringers
51



Table 2.6 cont'd
S a ra p l e 
Number

Grid 
Location

Au 
Value

Mineral i zat i on Alteration Descr i pt i on

23292 22+10S, 27+70W 330, 122

23297 26+50S, 23+65W 918, 678

23333 28+OOS, 24+70W 1920,325

23306 28+50S, 24+10W 2255

23309 28+50S, 24+10W

23039 30+10S, 23+10W

118

2-31 pyrite

tourmali ne N . V . S

pyrite 

N.V.S., mica

N.V.S.

trace pyrite

silica, carb,

chlorite Fe 
carbonate

silica, epi d. 
limoni te 
hemat i te

hematite 
staining

sil i ea

grab over 
0.5 ' int. 
amygd. tuff 
-qz eyes

Int. vole, 
q z v n 0.5 
m

v o l c a n i c

felsic tuff 
grab over 
1.0 m 
system of 
micro- 
v e i n i n 9

qz vein, 
blue tifited

grab sample 
inter- 
medi ate 
intrusive



Table 2.6 cont'd

Sample 
Number

Grid 
L o c a t i o n

Au 
Value

l inerali zat ion Alteration Description

ML 87-01 25+05S, 25+25W 23756 18,00 - 18.49 .49 140

23757 19.20 - 20.18 .98 110

23760 28.23 - 29.23 1.00 150

23763 36.30 - 37.30 1.00 180

23766 40.41 - 41.17 .76 450

23768 41.17 - 42.17 1.0 150

23824 203.6 - 204.6 1.0 100

1.0 cm q z carb 
stringers py 
cubes at margins

17 cm qz vn 11 
f n p y in v n S 
wall rock

qz flooded 
felsic tuff 11 
fn diss. py fe 
carb alt.

brecciated tuff 
11 fn py

qz breccia with 
41 py

tr py with minor 
q z v e i n i n g

blue qz 
flooding

vn



APPENDIX F 

TABLE 4.1 

GOLD-POTASSIUM-ARSENIC VALUES



Table 4.1 Gold-Potassium-Arsenic Values
Samgle No.

23101

23169

23102

23115

23116

23117

23118

23119

23120

23121

23122

23123

23124

23125

23126

23127

23128

23129

23130

23131

23132

23133

23134

23135

23136

K205K

.08

3 . 17

. 10

. 96

.23

1 .20

1 .08

.22

1 .02

2.86

. 72

. 72

.28

. 96

. 27

1 .33

.48

1 .02

.29

2. 66

1 .08

. 13

. 08

1 .95

.54

As

247

4

83

8

1

26

36

15

2

10

2

2

12

6

1

2

1

2

1

5

3

4

4

10

20

2fi m

.0

.8

.3

.3

.0

.5

.4

. 0

. 1

.3

.4

.2

.9

.3

.5

.0

.9

. 1

.2

.8

.2

.3

.8

.8

.0

Gold

117

0

134

<5

^

^

^

K5

^

<5

<5

^

^

<5

<5

<5

25

<5

5

<5

26

11

5

11

42



Samgl e No .

23137

23138

23139

23140

23141

23142

23143

23144

23001

23002

23003

23004

23005

23006

23007

23008

23009

23010

23011

23012

23013

23014

23015

23016

23017

23018

K20*

1 . 70

. 10

. 12

. 08

.07

. 23

. 10

1 . 20

2.0

1 .57

.24

, 38

3.57

4 . 22

4 .22

5.90

2 .89

1 . 95

.50

2 . 33

2 .05

.50

.50

.04

2. 05

.04

As

10

5

1

24

1

9

3

12

1

6

2

10

6

4

525

42

8

2

22

20

18

74

59

9

11

22m

.3

.3

.6

.6

. 1

. 8

.8

.4

. 3

.8

.8

.4

. 3

. 2

.0

. 7

. 1

.6

.8

. 7

.7

.5

. 1

.0

.0

Gold 2J2 m

21

5

11

17

17

12

17

7

7

8

151

13

54

12

10

13

465

8

114

11

1667

5111

5

88

15

82



Sample No.

23019

23020

23021

23022

23151

23152

23153

23154

23155

23156

23157

23158

23159

23160

23161

23162

23163

23164

23165

23166

23167

23168

K20*

3

4

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

4

2

. 03

. 01

.02

.65

. 17

.82

. 75

.77

. 80

.83

. 16

.34

. 72

. 86

.40

.23

.63

.22

. 34

. 75

.94

.66

As f pm

53.

13.

59.

28 .

2.

2.

24 .

1 .

1 .

6.

1 .

4.

-

1 .

-

2.

5.

1 .

-

2 .

3.

4,

0

2

1

0

1

6

2

0

4

2

2

0

7

5

8

4

0

7

6

1

2

3

Gold 2P. m

46

27

110

266

14

11

13

10

7

5

5

<5

5

6

6

8

<5

<5

5

6

5

5



APPENDIX G 

SAMPLE NUMBER SERIES



Sample Number Series - Hosier Lake Property

Previous
MO-87-1
MO-87-2
MO-87-3
MO-87-4
MO-87-5
MO-87-6
MO-87-7
MO-87-8
MO-87-9
MO-87-10
MO-87-11
MO-87-12
MO-87-13
MO-87-14
MO-87-15
MO-87-16
MO-87-17
MO-87-18
MO-87-19
MO-87-20
MO-87-21
MO-87-22
MO-87-23
MO-87-24
MO-87-25
MO-87-26
MO-87-27
MO-87-28
MO-87-29
MO-87-30
MO-87-31
MO-87-32
MO-87-33
MO-87-34
MO-87-35
MO-87-36
MO-87-37
MO-87-38
MO-87-39
MO-87-40
MO-87-41
MO-87-42
MO-87-43
MO-87-44
MO-87-45
MO-87-46
MO-87-47
MO-87-48
MO-87-49
MO-87-50
MO-87-51

Number

31201
31202
31203
31204
31205
31206
31207
31208
31209
31210
31211
31212
31213
31214
31215
31216
31217
31218
31219
31220
31221
31222
31223
31224
31225
31226
31227
31228
31229
31230
31231
31232
31233
31234
31235
31236

New Numbers
23170
23171
23172
23173
23174
23175
23176
23177
23178
23179
23180
23181
23182
23183
23184
23185
23186
23187
23188
23189
23190
23191
23192
23193
23194
23195
23196
23197
23198
23199
23050
23051
23052
23053
23054
23055
23056
23057
23058
23059
23060
23061
23062
23063
23064
23065
23066
23067
23068
23069
23070



Previous Number
MO-87-52
MO-87-53
MO-87-54
MO-87-55
MO-87-56
MO-87-57
MO-87-58
MO-87-59
MO-87-60
MO-87-61
MO-87-62
MO-87-63
MO-87-64
MO-87-65
MO-87-66
MO-87-67
MO-87-68
MO-87-69
MO-87-70
MO-87-71
MO-87-72
MO-87-73
MO-87-74

SW-87-01

31237
31238
31239
31240
31241
31242
31243
31244
31245
31246
31247
31248
31249
31250
31251
31252
31253
31254
31255
31256
31257
31258
31259
31001
31002
31003
31004
31005
31006
31007
31008
31009
31010
31011
31012
31013
31014
31015
31016
31017
31018

New Numbers
23071
23072
23073
23074
23075
23076
23077
23078
23079
23080
23081
23082
23083
23084
23085
23086
23087
23088
23089
23090
23091
23092
23093
23094
23095
23096
23097
23098
23099
23100
23103
23104
23105
23106
23107
23108
23109
23110
23111
23112
23113
23114



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines 52Ne7SW(S(S11 2.11572 SKINNER

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

300

October 27, 1988 Your File: 
Our File :

W8803-173 
2.11572

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
P.O. Box 324
Red Lake, Ontario
POV 2MO

Dear Madam:

RE: Notice of Intent dated October 12, 1988
Geological Survey submitted on Mining Claims 
KRL 954807 et al in the Townships of Skinner 
and Goodall and Shabumeni Lake Area.

The assessment work credits, as listed with the above-mentioned 
Notice of Intent, have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims and so 
indicate on your records.

Yours sincerely,

l ONTARIO GSOi.OGICAt SURVEY
ASbbSSMENT FILES

OFFICE
W.R. Cowan
Provincial Manager, Mining Lands
Mines S Minerals Division

Whitney Block, Room 6610
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3
Telephone: (416) 965-4888

:sc

cc: Noramco Explorations Ine 
1275 Main Street West 
North Bay, Ontario 
P1B 2W7

l O 1988 

RECEIVED

cc: Mr. G.H. Ferguson
Mining S Lands Commissioner 
Toronto, Ontario

cc: Resident Geologist 
Red Lake, Ontario



Ministry of
Northern Development

Ontario

Technical Assessment 
Work Credits

Date

October 12, 1988

File
2.11572

Mining Recorder's Report of 
Work *o. W8802. 173

Recorded Holder

Noramco Explorations Inc.
Township or Area

Skinner S Goodall Townships; Shabumeni Lake Area

Type of survey and number of 
Assessment days credit per claim

Geophysical

Electromagnetic days

Induced polarization days

Othpr days

Section 77 (19) See "Mining Claims Assessed" column

00
Geological JJ days

Gponhfiminal days

Man days | | Airborne f~] 

Special provision Q^ Ground [x]

j | Credits have been reduced because of partial 
coverage of claims.

| | Credits have been reduced because of corrections 
to work dates and figures of applicant.

Mining Claims Assessed

KRL 954807 to 816 inclusive 
954818 to 863 inclusive 
954887 to 942 inclusive 
954947 to 957 inclusive 
954959 to 963 inclusive

Special credits under section 77 (16) for the following mining claims

No credits have been allowed for the following mining claims

^] not sufficiently covered by the survey | | insufficient technical data filed

KRL 954817 
954943 to 946 inclusive 
954958

The Mining Recorder may reduce the above credits if necessary in order that the total number of approved assessment days recorded on each claim does not 
exceed the maximum allowed as follows: Geophysical - 80; Geologocal - 40; Geochemical - 40; Section 77(19) - 60.

828 (85/12)



Natural 
Resources

Report of Work
{Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

Instructions: —

Note: —

Please type or print. 
If number of mining claims traversed 
exceeds space on this form, attach a list. 
Only bevs credits calculated in the 
"Expenoitures" section may be entered 
in the "Expend. Days Cr." columns. 
Do not use shaded areas below.

Address

Survey Company

Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technical report)

Total Miles of line CutDate of Survey (from &1 to)
c?a Ofo 87 3 5" /o 97 !
Day l Mo. | Yr. Day Mo. ! Y'. /9O

5rV- MoH-k r9?vf
Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:
Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total(s) here

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Days per
Claim

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Days per 
Claim

Airborne Creoits l

Mote: Special provisions j Electromagnetic
credits do not apply '

Days per 
Claim

to Airborne Surveys. Magnetometer

Radiometric

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Oaim(s)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date

Certification Verifying Report of Work

Recorded Holder or Agent (Signature) 

. . . J.

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Mining Claim

Prefix Number

'

; [ ' \
i-..r'/. .' i

: See. l t^"V

' ;i ^}*V--W!i^K^4
v--

RECE

; 5tp2;

-MINING LANC

- , , — - —

fe^
^^^S" 0

: .^^ 
ÎJC'

Expend.
Days Cr.

P^
~w
o orpio o t L

"-

•o
P R* ' l

Or-?r , ^
'•"

'
10

Mining Claim
Prefix ] Number

|

i

V ——————————————

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this J 
reoor: of work.

Expend.
Days Cr.

*4
For Office Use Only

Total Days CrTjDate Recorded 
Recorded

Date /(pproveq^BS Recorded Brancr-. DuectoY

.Z.
l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion end the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Adoress of Person Certifying

S
Date Certified Certif ieo by (Signature



HOSIER LAKE CLAIM LIST
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

954807
954808
954809
954810
954811
954812
954813
954814
954815
954816
954817
954818
954819
954820
954821
954822
954823
954824
954825
954826
954827
954828
954829
954830
954831
954832
954833
954834
954835
954836
954837
954838
954839
954840
954841
954842
954843
954844

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL,
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

954845
954846
954847
954848
954849
954850
954851
954852
954853
954854
954855
954856
954857
954858
954859
954860
954861
954862
954863
954887
954888
954889
954890
954891
954892
954893
954894
954895
954896
954897
954898
954899
954900
954901
954902
954903
954904
954905

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

954906
954907
954908
954909
954910
954911
954912
954913
954914
954915
954916
954917
954918
954919
954920
954921
954922
954923
954924
954925
954926
954927
954928
954929
954930
954931
954932
954933
954934
954935
954936
954937
954938
954939
954940
954941
954942
954943

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

QA,-*/kf.

Q?)

954944
954945
954946
954947
954948
954949
954950
954951
954952
954953
954954
954955
954956
954957
954958
954959
954960
954961
954962
954963

,f IjW

.
fo

.•?)ji fJAf/

"W Q ̂ O?

v,? .-.. (/j' '-'Iv'v '
'-t



Ministry o(
Natural
Resources

Ont^ip

Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

The Mining Act

Instructions: — Please type or print.
— If number of mining claims tre.-s'sed

exceeds space on this form, attac^ a list.
Note: — Only days credits calculated - r t he

"Expenditures" section may be e-;ered
in the "Expend. Days Cr." co jmns.

— Do not use shaded areas below.
Type of Survey(s) 

Claim HoiderU) T\ 

Address

Township or Area

.-

9-^M

..^
rospector s Licence No.

___ .. .
Survey Company

L ...hi e* In .

Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technical report)

Date of Survey (from Si to)
eJS Ofo S"?! as~ /o 87

.X r -. l Pay l Mo. l Yr.

Total Miles of line Cut

X90 km3.

K 5r\- v^- MoH-k ACM
Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:

Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

for each additional survey; 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total(s) here

Airborne Credits

Note: Special provisions
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Days per 
Claim

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic 

t - FlCjagnetometer

- Radiometric

!88UU - O ther 

Geological

ilXTION
Geochemical

Days per
Claim

Days per
Claim

Electromagnetic

Magnetometer

Radiometric

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Claim(s)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

* 15 *

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date Recorded Holder or Agent (Signature)

Certification Verifying Report of Work

/fining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Mining Claim

Prefix | Number

"^

i. see. Usi".

r — — —— — —

i

; - - ——————— ....---. --

l

Expend. 
Days Cr.

-~—— ——

Mining Claim
Prefix Number

~

~" :
,.

—— -^-
t

Expend. 
Days Cr.

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work.

For Office Use Only
Total Days Cr. 
Recorded

Date Recorded

Date Approved as Recorded

Mining Recorder

Branch Director

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.



HOSIER LAKE CLAI
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

954807
954808
954809
954810
954811
954812
954813
954814
954815
954816
954817
954818
954819
954820
954821
954822
954823
954824
954825
954826
954827
954828
954829
954830
954831
954832
954833
954834
954835
954836
954837
954838
954839
954840
954841
954842
954843
954844

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

954845
954846
954847
954848
954849
954850
954851
954852
954853
954854
954855
954856
954857
954858
954859
954860
954861
954862
954863
954887
954888
954889
954890
954891
954892
954893
954894
954895
954896
954897
954898
954899
954900
954901
954902
954903
954904
954905

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

M LIST
954906
954907
954908
954909
954910
954911
954912
954913
954914
954915
954916
954917
954918
954919
954920
954921
954922
954923
954924
954925
954926
954927
954928
954929
954930
954931
954932
954933
954934
954935
954936
954937
954938
954939
954940
954941
954942
954943

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

954944
954945
954946
954947
954948
954949
954950
954951
954952
954953
954954
954955
954956
954957
954958
954959
954960
954961
954962
954963
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r.ri

LWILLI TUFF

ASH TUTl

AKPHIBDLITIZEU (*kFIC VOLCWJC
CKU3R1TL, BIOTITE - QCLOUTE SCHIST
HORNBLENDE - GWNET SCHIST
KIO^TIZEP FLOWS, TUFF

SYIWOLCAHIC WiFIC INIRUSIOIJ

MOSIER 
LAKE

WomanVflka Fishing 
Lo

ORAMCO BASE
CHER1

GRAPHITIC ARILLITL 

OXIDE FACIES "IF" 

SULPHIDE FACIES "IF" 

CARBONATE FACIES "IF 

BKTT1TE Rial 

KJSO7/ITE RICH

ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS - UNDIVIDED 

DI OP ITT

INTEHMEEIATI- MCTAVOLCANICS - UNSUBDIVICC'

L-88-08
.. Ml PYHOXEKITE, HORHBLE1JDE PYROXENITE.

CARBONATIZEP DUNITE - raRIEOTlTE/ TALC MM34ESITE ALTERATION
LAMPROPHYRE

PCSPHVRITJC FLOWF 

SPHERULITIC FLOWS 

AWYGDALOILft]. F1DWS

ERECCI/-.

PILLOW BRECCI/i, HVALOCLAST1C ROCKS 

PYROCLASTIC ROCKS 

LAHW.IC TYPE BRECCIA 

BLOCKY TOFF 

LAPILLI TUFF 

ASK TUFF

CHLOPJTt-SERIClTE SCHIST, BIOTITE-CHLCftlTE-SERIcnT SCHIST 

K1O4ATIZS3 FLOWS, TUFF 

EYWOLCAWC INTHOTHJIATE LWIRUSTVEi

MAFIC IWITOISIVE -
GABBRO
QUARTZ GABB30

PORPHYRITIC
DIABASi:

DICRITE

QUARTZ DIORITE

ANORTBDSITE
l nft ' r i -. —. i f o**/ ' ' ^k 9*i^ H--' 8. FELSIC imnUSIVE HOCKS - UNDIVIDED 

83- QUART7 PORPHYRY 

8b. FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

FELSITE

GRANITE
QUARTZ tOJZONTTE

CKATCDIORTTE

TKNDHJ&aTE
DIORITE, ICRNEfface DIORITE
DIORITE, QUARTZ DIORITE

SYEOTTE

COMPUTER LEGEND

Pyrite
Pyrrhotite
Magnetite
chalcopyrite
Sphalerite
Galena
Arsenopyrite
Hematite

\ 2a.a6S.a4S.al
129 ^

S3\ y3o-2o

-^ TOURHMJNE

VISIBLE GOLD

QUARTZ VEINS

CARBONATE VEINS

ETIDOTE VETKTTIG

QUAR77 CARBONATE VEINTNG

\ a6m,o4m ^^s/, 7 f 3k
l 7 l /SL/s&s; l /M l ; TVaSm
l QM l y ' /A .

VMTICALLff f0) H4MH24MM*. HAM* 
•HATT

MOTOltlldA*

•OVH* AMT ft* 0*TC 

l*4*t*

O1M.O4UC** MHHM***

•WtOMMI 

01 M C Tl V l A W Aiv CHAP*
•TttHII O* VMTICA4 
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CLAIM INDEX

SKIMNtK
OOOMU.L

LEQCND

HeTWQLONXC - UTBUBDIVIDEU 

MASSIVE POLYSUIURED SBOWTINIZBD PBUBOTITIC

SPIMlFBt PlflKE 

MRSSIVE AND PJUOWSJ BASALTIC

BPINJPBI FLOWS

BRECCIA, HXRIOCLASTIC BHEXIA 

APE HkLC

4. raBIC MKftVUOtfeCE -
. mSSlMEFtJCMS 

4b. 
4c. KBPHYRCTfC FUJMS

MOUSSEAU B..4*
9549K)6 v^ —^

MAFIC VCfcCASICS - UHSUBDWITED 

MASSIVE FLOG 

PILLOWED FUK5

runs
VKUOLIT1C FUJHS

PLCMS 
FIOW BRECCIA

BRECCU, HlffiUDCLASTIC .l 
PVBDCIASTIC WXXS 
IAHARIC TYPE BKBXIA 
BLDOOf TUFF 

1APILLI 115T

TUFT

AMPHIBCLTnZH) MW1C VOLCANIC 

CHLORITE, BIOTITE - CMLCRTTE SCHIST 

HCRKBLENDE - GrWCT SCHIST 

HIOWTIZED FUDHS, TUFT 

SYWQLCANIC MAFIC INTRUSION

4X. LAPILU TlffT

41. ASH ...

4m. SERIJCITt, OUAKI2-EERK3TC SCHIST
. FELSIC

METASEEL'-E.TS - 
WftCKE 
ARKOSE 
SATOSTONE 

Sd. ARGIUJTE, SH.T5TCHE 

GCKUMEKATE 

CREST 

OTAKOT1C AROJJTE

SULPHtte FACIES "IF" 

CARBONATE FACIES *IF* 

W. BIOTCTE RIO* 

5). MUSODV1TE RICH

INIHMEDIATI METAVGLCWICS - ONSUEOIVICED 
MASSIVE FU3H5

ULTRAHATIC IKIRSIVE HXKS - UTCJIVICB)

KORITE 
PSRIOOTITE

PYtCKEKXTE, HORtBUHDE 

CARBCMATIZED DOMITE - PBUOOriTE, TALC MAOffiSITE 
LAMPHQPHYHE

FUJWS 
SPHERU1JT1C FUW5

FUDWS 
BRECCIA

PIIHW BRBXIA, HYALCXIASTIC HOCKS
BOCKS 

WHARIC TfpE BRECCIA
BLOCKY TUFF

IAPIIJ.I TUFT

ASH TUFF

CHLGRITE-SBUCTTE SCHIST, BianTE-CHU3aTE-aJUCrrE

MJ(WftTI2ED FTJ3WS, TUFF

EYIWOLCKOC INTDWIDIATE IWWUSIVE5

MAFIC IHTBUSIVE - UNSUBDIVIDEIi 
GABBRC

GtiBBRO 

PORPHYRTnC 

DIABASE

CUWT2 DIORITE 
ANORTH3BITE

FELSIC WCTUSIWE MCKE - UWVIOED
COARTZ TOfSWRY
FELDSPAR
FBilTK
GRAKTIE
QUARTZ

COMPUTER LEGEND

Carb
Sil
Set
Chlor
Epid
Talc

weak
moder 
strong

Pyrite
Pyrrhotite
Magnetite

Sphalerite 
Galena
Araencpyrite 
Henatite

-18-14 f f' - -

foliated 
Strongly foliated 
Sheared
Highly fractured 
Breccia

TOURNRLrME 

VISIBLE GOLD 

OUARTZ VEINS 

CARBONATE VEINS 

VEINIMG 

OUARTZ CARBONATE VEINING

TVABMMU04M LMM

OIMCTIOM THAT L 
AB mWC*TtO *T

LINCAT1OM *ITM

I4HMWAKV
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